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Editorial
Anyone making a list of su~tableplaces to hold a meeting of the Society would s ~ ~ r e place
ly
Ludlow at or very near the top, because of its association with H ~ c h n a n In
. any case ~t has
been described as one of the finest market towns in the country. Thanks to Adr~anKuipers,
fomierly a consultant anaesthetist at Shrewsbury who lives In Shropshire, this became a
reality in June 2003 and it was a varied and interesting meetrng. There were two talks on
local history, and an opportunity to visit the Ludlow Inuseurn wh~chhas a Hickman section.
Outings were arranged to Bromfield church, where he is buried, and Tenbury Wells where he
died. At the end of the meeting there was a guided walk round Ludlow (for those with
energy Left).
Appropriately, since it was Hickman's chosen anaesthetic agent, there was a paper on the
history of carbon dioxide in anaesthesia. Otherwise there was no particular theme, and
subjects varied from analgesia in ancient Greece to 19th century features such as the French
gauge, Startin's inhaler and criminal use of chloroform. From our on11 era we heard about
history of anaesthesia in Hong Kong, cyclopropane, and the evolution of rapid scquence
induction. There was a surprise to discover that a member of the Mayo family acted as an
anaesthetic assistant bcfore reaching his majority, and that a dummy had been constructed so
that I2rofessor Pask need not be thrown into the river Tyne (as he had previously been into a
swimming pool).
OLUwarmest thanks are due to Adrian Kuipers, Marion Ku~pers,and Gillian Padmore for
their organisation of a successful meeting.
We owe an apology to Drs Iissex-Lopresti, Fairer, Ferguson, Flanagan, Florence and Mrs
Gamer, whose names were omit.ted from the list of those attend~ngthe Sheffield meeting in
November ZOOS.
PMED

FUTURE EVENTS
2004

7 April - Poynter Lecture at the Wellcome Building. Euston Road, London.
Jenny Uglow: hleclrc.ine and the Lunar Society.
2-3 July

HAS Summer Meeting, Grange-over-Sands. Cumbria
Contact: Dr Miles Rucklidge. Email: Miles@ohfi.freeserve.co.uk
13 November
HAS Autumn Meeting, Liverpool
Contact Dr Peter Drury. Email: prnedrury@aol coln
Dr h e Florence Ernail: gasflo@btinternet.coln
or-

2005 March
Joint Meeting with the Section of Anaesthetics, Royal Society of Medicine.
To be confirmed
14- 16 September
S~xthInternational Symposium on the H~storyof Anaesthesia, Cambridge
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T E E EARLY HISTORY OF AN.USTHESL4 IN ELEFWFORD
Dr H Connor
Consultant Physician, County Hospital, Hereford
The arrival of the news in Hereford
It is likely that the first news that doctors in Hereford would have received of the early
anaesthetics in London and of the earlier events in Boston would have been when they read
thc London Tln2e.s on 28 Dccomber 1546.' The London papers reached Hereford on thc day
of publication, coming by rail to Gloucester and then by coach to Hereford. Some of the
newspapers would have been destined for private individuals, some for the subscription
col'lte rooms in hotels, and others for local inns, In some of which it was the custom at this
time to employ a n e ~ s r e a d e r .Only
~ two days earlier the Hereford Times had carried a report
from a northern newspaper describing the successful use of mesmerism for a dental
extraction, but the editors of both the Herejoril T ~ m e sand the FlereJord Journul Inay have
been sceptical of the news about etherisation, because neither cal~iedthe story until after
reports had been published in the medical journals.'
The first anaesthetics in Hereford

Etherisation had been used m many smaller t o w s before i f was employed in Hereford and a
letter t o the Herefotad Times, written on 25 January 1847, asked 'if any steps are being taken
at the Hereford Lnfinnary to proinote by far the most important Jinprovement of modem times
in operative ~ u r g e r y ? ' . ~In fact, the first operation under ether had already been performed
on 25 January when a 3-4 lb tumour was removed from the back of a 60 year old ~ o m a n . ~ . ~
The operation lasted fifteen minutes, during whch time: 'the woman continued free from
suffering, neither unering a p o a n nor making any complaint, although the operatlon must
have been extremely painful. The surgeon was Thomas Cam, who was the fourth generation
of tus family to practise in the city and also an ardent liberal, an alderman for thirty years and
a mayor on two o c c a ~ i o n s . ~
The second major operatlon under ether, on 27 January, was a transfe~noralamputat~onIn a
C
of the knee j o ~ n t The 11mbwas amputated in three
13 year old boy who had C ~ ~ O Nd~sease
quarters of a minute and the lad awoke while the arterles were b e ~ n gt ~ e dbut felt no paln
The repofl tells us that nearly all the ined~ealgentleman oC the C ~ t ywere pre7ent R The:
sorgeon was Charles 1,angen9 who, srxteen years later, was to feature In a case wh~ch
achieved national coverage as one of the earllest instances of l~tigat~on
brought agalnst a
doctor by a former patient l 0 The proceed~ngs,although unsuccessful, were very protracted
and the angush caused to Llngen probably oontributed to h ~ resignation
s
from the Infinnary
In 1864, although the published reason for hs resignation was the Increase in h ~ sprivate
practlce

''

Joseph Levason, one of Hereford's two surgeon-dentists, was using ether for dental
extractions before the end of January 1847 and was advertis~ngthis servlce in the local press
from early ~ e b r u a r y . ' ~On 27 January Levason attended the County Gaol, at the request of
its Medical Officer, Dr Henry Graves Bull, to extract a prisoner's tooth. The ether was
administered using an inhaler designed by ~ ~ 1who
1 was
, ~ later
~ to be appointed as physician
to the Infirmary and who, even by the standards of Victorian doctors, was a very considerable

polymath l4 In the early etherisations at the Infirmary, the ether had been iven using a
simple bladder 'l As elsewhere, this technique was not always successfulk6 and on 13
February the Hereford T~rnescanied a letter asking.
'May not the imperfect action of ether, in those cases where success was incomplete,
have been occasioned by the absence of proper scientific apparatus? Surely the medical
staff of our Infirmar)) have the power of at once ordering so important an instrument
without waiting for any special authority ."
(Some thngs have not changed in the last century and a half) The first reported use of an
inhaler in the Infirmary was not until two months later, when an inhaler designed bp the
Lnfirmary's dispenser, Mr Glegg Bullock, was used for an arnputatlon by Mr caln.18
Etherisation was soon being used elsewhere in the County - on 8 Februaq~in Leorninster
where the ether was prepared and administered by a local c h e m i ~ t , 'in
~ F;;ngton on 26
February using Startin's apparatus,20 and in Weobley on 6 March using Mr Tracey's
apparatus to amputate the fingers of a 15 year old boy whose hand had been trapped in a
straw crushing m a ~ h i n e . ~ '
Local effects of the first death attributed to ether
As elsewhere, the advent of surgical etherisation led to a rnassive increase in the number of
operations,22but a note of caution was introduced after reports of the first death attributed to
ether on 19 March 1 ~ 4 7 . ~The
' Hereford li'rne.~,wluch was strongly in favour of anaesthesia,
omitted all mention of the death of AM Parkinson of Grantham, but the Hereford Journal,
which took a more neutral line, carried a detailed report of the inquest and post-mortern
findingsz4 One immediate effect was that the wcckly advertisements of the surgeon-dentlst,
Joseph Levason, no longer made any reference to the availability of ether in his practice.
Whether Levason continued to use ether is not recorded, but certainly he never referred to it
In the report of the first use of ether in Hereford after the death
again in h ~ advertisements.
s
of Ann Parkinson, it is specifically mentioned that the ether was administered at the patient's
request.25 The operation, which lasted one minute, was for the amputation of a Icg, and it
would appear that, at this time, the medical staff were only using ether if requested to do so
by tlie patient.
Chloroform
S~mpson'sfirst report on the u ,L of chloroform In November 1847 was described by both of
the Hereford newspapcrs, and i t was also ment~onedthat, by the tlme of their reports ~t had
already been used In Chcltenharn and B~rmlngharn "he
earllest reported use of c h l o ~ o f o m
In Hcrcfordshlre was In the market t o m of Klngton In January 1848 when a veterinary
surgeon removed a rumour from the horse of one of the med~calsurgeons 27 The first
documented human use was In late March 1848, two months after the first death attnbuted to
chloroform 2Y (an evcnt \vh~chwas not reported at the tlme by e~thcrof the Hereford
newspapers, though [hey dld refer to lt some months
the patlenl be~nga farm labourer
who requ~redamputation of both hands wh~chhad been trapped In a chaff-cuttlng machlne

Local anaesthesia
The Hereford newspapers made no mentlon of local anaesthesia, but it may well have been
used in the city in 1866 because in September of that year a local surgeon, Dr Henry Vevers,
addressed the I-Ierefordshire Medical Association on 'Dr Richardson's method of induc~ng
local anaesthesia' 3 1 This is the first recorded instance oCa postgraduate medical lecture in
Hereford, and it was probably based on the paper published by Dr Benjamin Ward
Richardson seven months earlier.12
Discussion
Surgeons In Hereford appear to have been relatively cautious about introducing both ether
and chloroform, delaying the use of both agents until after reports from many places outside
London. After the introduction of ether there, as elsewhere, the numbers of operations
increased. Administration using a bladder was often unsuccessful and some practitioners
designed their own inhalers. The description of the patient during the first etherisation, for an
operation which lasted fifteen minutes, suggests that she was only lightly anaesthet~sedand
was possibly even awake but insensible to pain. However, during early amputations under
ether, the patients appear to have been fully but only briefly anaesthetised and the surgeons
did not alter their usual practice of amputat~ngthe limb as rapidly as possible. Public interest
in anaesthesia is reflected in the number of reports in local newspapers which, in Hereford,
were on a par with reports on cholera and Chartism, and greater than the numbers of reports
on railway accidents.33 Public demand for dental anaesthesia was evident from the
advertisements of a local dentist, but news of the First death attributed to anaesthesia clearly
introduced a sense of cautlon Anaesthesia was also used In veterinary practice.
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100 mARS AGO
Hospitals and the state: The Liverpool Medical Club have passed a resolution 'that all
public hospitals should be taken over by the state'. Wl~yshould the resolution stop here? Why
not all medical attendance? Free education may or may not have been a mistake. There is at
least quite as much, and probably a good deal more, to be said in favour of free medical
attendance than ever has been said in favour of free education.
Keary JH Correspondence British Medical Journal 1903: 1:943.
Postgraduate Instruction in Anaesthetics: As far as we are aware there are no special
arrangements at the hospitals for instruction in anaesthetics, except in the case of the West
London Hospital, Hammersmith. Some hospital anaesthetists make arrangements with
qualified practitioners whereby the latter can receive instruction in anaesthetics. The fees can
be ascerta~nedby writlng to the anaesthetists.
Letters, Notes and Answers. British A4edicnl Journal 1903; 1:452-453.

TEE FRENCH CATHETER SUE - OUR UROLOGICAL HERITAGE
Dr J S Poll
Consultant Anaesthetist
Medical Centre Haaglanden, The Hague, Netherlands
Introduction
Anaesthesia has become applied pharmacology, physiology, anatomy and chemistry.
Nevertheless there is a vast amount of craftwork in the s~ecialitv.Anaesthetists do not want
to be called the plumbers of medicine or supradiaphragmatic uroiog~sts,but introducing tubes
and vascular catheters is their stock in trade. With access devices as needles, catheters,
cannulas and tubes the anaesthetist is able to control central nervous system, ventilat~onand
c~rculationunder every circumstance The diameters of these access devices reveal roots in
older, pre-anaesthetic times. On labels of anaesthetic utensils several different units of size
are used: the gauge, inch, centimetre, Chambre and French Size.
Origin
The French Size is the same as the Charribre Size It is named after Joseph-Frkderic-Benoit
Charritre, instrument maker In Paris. He was born on 19 March 1803 in Switzerland into a
Most 19th
cutler's family, but moved to Paris in 1816 to become instrument maker.'-'
century instrument makers (Luer, Weiss) were originally cutlers.' Charritre made his gauge,
a 30-hole mould with increments of one third of a millimetre, in the 1830s as an appropriate
range of sizes for his urological dilating b o u g ~ e s . ~Until then most instruments came from
Great Britain, for example from the Weiss Company in London. Weiss used the English Size
with increments of half a ~ i l l i m e t r e . ~
Design
A n original specimen of the Charritre Gauge is held in the Science Museum in London. It is

In perfect condition with no corrosion or other damage observable (Figure 1). Each hole has
hvo numbers: on top the Charritre Size and below it the diameter in mm.

Figure 1
Fili?re Charri2re, divisde par 1/3 de m.llim2tre
A filikre is a draw bench, used f o wiredrawing
~
or gauging.
Bottom inscription: 9, rue de 1'EcoIe tie Medicine B Park

Measurements make clear that the holes are not inultiples of 113 mm. All holes are a bit (0.20.3 mm) wider then expected on the idea that I Chaniere is one third of a millimetre (actually
thrs would be impossible because 113 is not an exact number but a recurring fract~on).The
hole corresponding with Charrikre 24, expected to be 8 mm, is 8.3 m n , and so on (Table I).
Probably Charriere designed his s i x as a 'go, no go Kauge'.6 The smallest hole through
wluch a bougie passes is the Chanitre Sizc of that bougie. One must realize that passing a
bougie of 9 m m tlu-ough a hole that is also exact 9 mm is difficult and could lead to ~~listakes.
Charrikre Size

Expected (mm)

Measured (mm)

Table 1. Expected and measured diameter of Charrikre Sizes
Internationalisation
Sir Henry Thompson, Surgeon-Extraordinary to HISMajesty the IGng of the Belgians and
Professor of Clinical Surgery at University College Hospital in London, published his clinical
lectures on diseases of the urinary organs7 Urology in those days consisted of dilatation of
the urethra to let stones pass or to treat strictures and stenosis. Dilatation was done by
introducing b o u ~ e sof increasing diameter. For dilatation Thompson recommended the
French Size (as he called the Charrikre Size), with increments of In mm, in preference to the
English Size with increments of % mm. The French Size was more gradual, which meant less
~rritalion.With typical Frunch elcgunce Charrikre considered increments of one third of a
millimetre to be more convenient and comfortable for the patient. According to the
catalogues of instrument ~nakersaround 1900 it became the leading size for urological
~ ~Ncw
M
catheters and instruments. Allcn & Hanburys Ltd in London and Georg T I ~ J in
York used thc: Ikcnch
The R~ischFactory in Waiblingcn, Germany, originally a rubber cathetcr company later a
leading endot~achealtube manuhcturer, also used the French ~ i z e . "According to a gauge
from 1895, kept in the Rusch storagc, the German Size was the same as the French Size
(Figure 2).

Figure 2
Gauge from Rusch factory, dated 1895.
Outer row: Deursclr und Frnnzdsisch, inner row: Englisch.
Significance for the history of anaesthesia
Besides the use in urology, catheters became the universal sterile tubing in the hospital and
were used to establish new invasive techniques. Some early endotracheal tubes used for
tracheal insufflation around 1910 were urethral catheters." The first continuous regional
techniques were established with ureteral catheters.I2 Fogarty used In 1963 a ureteral catheter
for his first embolectomy catheter." The cont~nued existence of the French S ~ z ein
anaesthetic access devices S L I C ~as endotracheal and endobronchial tubes, intravenous
catheters, central venous catheters and some epidural and spinal catheters makes it likely that
their prototypes were urological catheters. Direct access to the central nervous system,
ventilation and circulation marks an important, if not decisive, step in the evolution of the
anaesthetic speciality The French Size, inherited f ~ o murology, runs through it like a thread.
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From Overseas

In America there exist professional anaesthetists. This specialty is being praised in Germany.
I cannot think of anything more dull.
Attributed to August Bier (1861-1949) - German Professor of Surgery

The greatest discoveries of surgery are anaesthesia, asepsis and roentgenology - and none was
made by a surgeon.
Martin H Fischer. 1879-1962 - US physician and writer
First published in Fischerrsms: E-Ioward Fabing and Ray Marr 1944.
These were sublnjtted by Anne Florence who is reviewing The Oxford Dictionary of
Medical Quora(ions for the British Journal of Anaesthebia. There could be more where these
came from.

ANAESTHESIA AND INTENSWE CNIE, IN HONG KONG
From rags to riches
Dr Z Lett
Formerly Senior Consultant Anaesthetist
Government Medical and Health Services, Hong Kong
Introduction
There is a falr amount of evidence that In Hong Kong the development of Anae~thesia'.~
and
Lntensive care6 has been on course. The author was able to say recently 'Anaesthesia in Hong
Kong has come a long way from humble beginnings, has stood the test of time and is being
catapulted into the 21st century'. A similar assessment appeared in a book review by
Saunders: 'Hong Kong has become a net exporter of anaesthetic knowledge3.'
Earlier Reports
In contrast the late Dr George Thomas, who graduated in 1912 from the Hong Kong College
dMedicine is on record as saying 'Anaesthesia at that time was regarded so lightly (I would
say even contemptuously) that anyone, even a medical student, would not only be allowed
but actuallv encouraged to k v e anaesthesia'. Chloroform and ether were the routine
anaesthetics. Morphine and atropine were administered hypodermically beforehand. Warmed
ether was a refinement8 Dr Thomas. thoueh not an anaesthetist himself.. heloed to establish
the Society of Anaesthetists oFHong Kong.W

W

.

Later Dr HFL Ozorio, who was a graduate of Hong Kong Med~calFaculty just before the 2nd
World War (and an inventor, raconteur, musician and expert on cricket and tropical fish),
wrote that practicing anaesthesia during the period 1945-1954 was like 'a lonely voice crying
in the ~ i l d e m e s s ' . Another
~
pertinent comment on the prevailing standards at tbe time was
that of Prof G B Ong, who stated 'the standards and methods of anaesthesia were generally
unsatisfactory and in need of
The author has tried to recognise the events
and personalities which led to the present more favourable position. It is not possible, in the
space available, to enumerate all who deserve credit, and our gratitude, for this achievement.
Anaesthesia as a separate specialty
In 1953 the Government of Hong Kong approved the new post of Specialist in Anaesthesia
(since it was then a British Crown Colony it also needed the blessing of HM Colonial Office).
Advertisements were placed at first locally, and later in international professional journals,
including the Arlt~sllMedical Journal and the Lancer. The author, who was worlung at the
time in the Sheffield Region, was offered the appointment of First Specialist (Anaesthesia).
The appointment embraced all relevant surgical work For the Deparhnent of Surgery,
University of Hong Kong, including the teachng of medical students. There was initially no
Department of Anaesthesia, the Department of Surgery serving as a temporary home until
much later.6

The Society of Anaesthetists of Bong Kong (SAHK)
Following his arrival in Hong Kong in 1954 the author, In close associat~onwith Dr Ozorio
embarked on the formation of a Professional Society of Anaesthetists. As there was a paucity
of doctors engaged in anaesthesia at the time, a number of surgeons and other nonanaesthctists helped with the process of founding the Society. The inaugural mectlng was
held on the evening of 17 June 1954. The aims of the SAHK were proposed and vuted in at
the first meeting. They were (and remain as objectives).
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

to promote continued interest in the art and science of anaesthesia;
to create and maintain favourable conditions for training of anaesthetists in this area;
to hold clinical meetings, lectures, film shows, discussions, conferences, and symposia
with special emphasis on anaesthetic and allied questions;
to educate indirectly the public of Hong Kong in a strictly etlucal and professional
manner on the importance of t h s branch of Medicine; to dispel present superstitions
and wrong i~npressionsthat may prove detrimental to the advance of the science of
anaesthesia, and therefore detrimental to the safety and well-being of the patients.

After these alms and objectives were voted on and approved, the author spoke on 'Present
views on the physiology and pharmacology of the neuro-muscular junction and some
possibilities of ne~uo-muscularblock'." Editors of Annesrliesia were always sensitive to the
needs OF our fledgling SAHK. The activities and proceedings were reported in the overseas
section. The SAHK was admitted to full membership of the World Federation Societies of
Anestl~esiologists (WFSA) in the same year as the latter was established (1954), which
boosted the Society's standlng and helped to call the attention of doctors in Hong Kong to
anaesthesia.

Being reportedly at the 'Crossroads of the world', members of the SAHK enjoyed and
benefited from distinguished personalities who visited Hong Kong over the years, some more
than once.4" They came from UK, USA, Canada. Australia, New Zealand, Europe and
Africa. Space does not permit them all to be named here, but 1 wish to thank them for the
slgruficant part they played In our development by giv~nglectures, and just by their very
presence. They were Deans and other senior officers from the various Colleges and Faculties
especially Australia, England and Ireland.
Examinrtions
Untll 1969, candidates from Hong Kong wishing to sit for their Fellowship examination
would need to travel abroad. In the early days it would be to the UK;later they would go to
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur or Australia. From 25 September 1969 it became possible, after
negotiations with the FAANZCS, to have the Australasian examination include Hong Kong
also in their itinerary. This removed the need for paid leave of absence (replacements were
not generally available), and the payment of travelling and subsistence allowances - usually a
lengthy and uncertain procedure.
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Dr Lett with Professor John Nunn and D r Jean Horton
Hong Kong Society of Critical Care Medicine
This was established in May 1983, with the author as Chairman. It was soon affiliated to the
Western Pacific Association of Societies of Critical Care Medicine (WPACCM). It targeted
all those engaged In looking after patients needing Intensive or Critical Care, i.e. doctors,
nurses, ambulance and immediate care personnel (provided in Hong Kong by the Fire
S e ~ c e Department
s
and St John's Ambulance). Amongst its aims was monitoring various
response times (time to arrival of ambulance, time of transport to hospital, time from arrival
to triage), once the variables were known Improvements could be looked f o r . h ~ o t h e aim
r
was to Impress on all the importance of early CPR and to run practical courses to that effect.
The functions of the Society included lectures, seminars, workshops and training videos.
Academic Departments of Anaesthesia
The first Department of Anaesthesia was established in 1983 within the Medical Faculty of
the Chinese University, itself dating from 1979. The first Head was Andrew Thornton from
the University of Shefield, assisted by Cindy Aun and Jean Horton, with other staff from
Asia, Australia, the UK and Hong Kong. The Prince of Wales Hospital was the first to place
Intensive Care under Anaesthetic management. The report from this Department about the
establishment of an ITU makes interesting reading." The second Head, ProfT E Oh, is well
remembered for h ~ numerous
s
publications.
The department covered most fields of surgical anaesthesia, as well as Intensive Care, and
Pain therapy. It was, however the anaesthes~aservice of the Queen Mary Hospital (on Hong
Kong island) that cared for obstetric patients at the Tsan Yuk Maternity Hospital on Hong
Kong island. T h s hospital celebrated its Golden Jubilee in 1972, and a booklet was produced
which included a chapter on anaesthesia.I4
The Hong Kong College of Anaesthetists (ElKCA)
There is no doubt that the establishment of this college in 1 9 8 2 ~helped the anaesthetic
co~nmunibto progress towards the millennium. The prime mover was the Soc~etyof
Anaesthet~stsof Hong Kong, who formed from amongst senior members the Board of Studies

of Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, with Prof.Thornton as Chairman The HKCA was
incorporated in September 1989 as a company limited by guarantee and with a charitable
status under its Memoranda and Articles of Association. The first President was Dr M T
Molcs, Reader in Anaesthesia in the Fac~o-MaxillaryDeparhnent of the Dental Faculty in the
University of Hong Kong. Work leading to the registration and recognition of the College
was considerably facilitated by the efforts of Colonel (later Brigadier) I T Houghton, who has
both medical and legal qualifications.
It might be appropriate to quote from the Editorial in the Gazette of the College regard~ngthe
intentions and functions of the College:
'Our College will be judged by anesthesiologists around the world by the standards we
set and how we achieve them. During the current year the Board of Education has
formulated the curriculum for the examinations for the Diploma of Fellow of the HKCA.
The Board of Exalnination has set out the examination requirements and the regulations
for the assessment of trainees. Guidelines for the safe practice of anaesthesia and
standards required for accreditation have been set up by the appropriate Boards and
Committees. It can be said that the standards our College has set are achievable and are
parallel with those of other prominent Colleges of Anesthesiologists In the world'.

''

It would be only f a ~ to
r comment how much o w S~sterColleges have contributed. The RCA,
the ANZCA and the FARCS in Ireland have given staunch and invaluable support. The
HKCA is very grateful and enjoys reciprocity.
Local Medical Staff
When the author amved in Ilong Kong in 1954 to take up his duties, there was a shortagc of
medlcal doctors, particularly anaeslhet~sts.Hospitals where surgery was being done were a)
Government, run by the Medical Department; b) those run by voluntary organisations (such
as the Tung Wah Group); c) Pr~vate,run by boards of Governors such as the Yong WO and d)
Forces: in Hong Kong in those days there was a M~litaryHospital run by the RAMC and a
Naval Hospital.
To be permitted to practice medicine in Hong Kong, a practitioner had to be licensed in Hong
Kong and on the Hong Kong Medical Register. Doctors in the Forces were registered in the
UK or other Commonwealth countries. The Hong Kong registration system at that time
recognised all UK and most Commonwealth medical registration. Although only registered
medical practitioners were e~nployedon a permanent basis, whenever there was a shortage
and necessary posts could not be filled, a useful loophole allowed those who were employed
by the Government as medical or assistant medical officers to be designated as 'deemed to be
registered'. These were mainly Chinese mainland graduates, or from Taiwan and the
.Philippines. Because of marked shortages in the anaesthetic service, many of these were
posted to anaesthesia and played a v~talpart in providing a service, and this should be duly
acknowledged. This situation, although not strictly desirable, did not really abate until the
oulput of both Medical Schools caught up with the demands of the service.

Conclusion
There are many outstanding ind~v~duals,
too many to mention here, to whom the improved
anaesthet~csituation in Hong Kong is ~ndebted.Perhaps the saga will continue.
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STARTIN'S PNEUMATIC INHALER
Dr D A Walmsley, Chelmsford
and Dr D Zuck, Past President HAS
Introduction
T h s apparatus was seen by one of the authors (DAW) in a private collection. During
d~scussionit rang a faint bell in the memory of the other, who later discovered that about
eight years earlier he had copied a drawing of it into a notebook with the intention of
following it up and had promptly forgotten about it! Once the ident~tyof the Inventor was
established it was not difficult to put the rest of the story together The strange thing is that
although Startin's appears to have been the first ether inhaler to be manufactured and massproduced commercially and was described in the medical literature of the time, it is not
mentioned in any of the histories of anaesthesia, not even by Barbara D u n c m .
James Startin
James Startin was born in Moseley, Birmingham, in 1806, the son of John Startin, a merchant
and banker. Showing an early interest in medicine, he enrolled at St Bartholomew's, and took
the general practitioner qualification LAC (Licentiate of the Apothecaries Company) in
November 1827, and MRCS Edinburgh in February 1828.' Returning to Birmingham, he
worked as resident medical officer at the Birmingham General Hospital He manied,
travelled abroad, and studied dermatology in Paris and Montpellier. Returning to London, he
set up in general practice at 3 Finsbury Place South, the location favoured by fashionable
doctors before they moved west to Harley Street during the 1850s. In 1841 he established
the London Infirmary for the Cure of Diseases of the Skin, first at the adjacent 84 London
wally then in a large house, 25 New Bridge Street, Blackfriars. He was fortunate to attract
substantial financial assistance from the wealthy philanthropist Samuel Gurney. By 1851 the
Infirmary had become the Hospital for Diseases of the Slun. It continued to function until the
National Health Service refused to take it over in 1948. Startin became a Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1852.
His description of a new kind of Inhaler was the first of his communications. Also in 1846 he
delivered a course of lectures on diseases of the skin. The following year he published an
Innovative paper on the use of glycer~nein the treatment of s k ~ ncond~tions.In 1.849 he
moved to a much more fashionable address, 3 Saville Row. Other publ~cat~ons
were on the
use of an elastic spiral bandage for the treatment of varicose veins and on skin diseases in
artisans. Another innovation was a tubular needle for the suturing of deep wounds and
fistulae, wluch was highly praised by Simpson and Spencer Wells Startin's interests were
wide. He was a Fellow of the Society of Arts, of the Antiquarian Society, of the Royal
Medical and Chirurgical Society, of the Medical Society of London, and of the Statistical
Society, at the last three of which he may well have met John Snow on numerous occasions.
James Startin died on 22 December 1872, aged 66. He is buried in the Brompton Cemetery.
His obituarists described his c l i ~ c a lapproach as eminently practical, relying on great
experience and memory. I+s consulting room was always crowded, and his prescriptions
were so complex that it IS s a ~ dthat 'neither he nor anyone else knew which ing~edientwas
effective'. Personally he was sociable, genial and kind-hearted

'

The Pneumatic Inspirator
On 29 May 1846 Jarnes Startin submitted a proposal for a new kind of inhaler to the Society
of Arts. This proposal is preserved in the arch~vesof the (now Royal) Society of Arts. It is
hand-written, and runs to four and a half foolscap pages. It describes a valved facemask,
originally designed to allow a patient to be wholly immersed in a fume bath in which the
whole of the s h n would be exposed to the vapour of sulphur, iodine, mercury, or other
substances unfit for respiration. This small instrument he called the 'Pneumatic Inspirator.'
Reducing i t to a portable, s~mple,inexpensive and efficient for111 had been accomplished by
the use of a comparatively recent invention, Hancock's Vulcanised Indian Rubber, an elastic
substance uninfluenced by ordinary temperatures or moisture.' He inserted a diagram to
assist with the description. (Figure 1)

Figure 1

The face mask was a thin lacquered case which might be constructed of metal, glass,
porcelain, wood, leather or gutta percha. It was about 1 !4 inches deep, 2%inches long and 2%
inches broad at the base, so as to cover the mouth and nostrils. It was retained in place by an
elastic band. The 'case' was provided wlth two valves opening in oppos~tedirections, and
made of Vulcanised Indian Rubber or of I~ghtmetal. Considerat~onof the design led turn to
believe that the instrument would be of value in other situations where a person was exposed
to breathing impure or contaminated air. For use in factories where noxious dust or vapours
were generated, a flexible tube of variable length w o ~ ~ connect
ld
the inlet of the mask to a
wooden shaft that brought fresh air in from the outside. Altemat~velyit could be connected to

a vessel containing a fluid, an acid or alkaline solution, through which the inhaled air must
pass, and which would abort, neutralise or extract the noxious particles. With slight
mod~ficationthe instrument could be made suitable for the ~nhalingof any vapour, gas or
medicinal substance, and even for a diving apparatus, replacing the helmet currently in use.
He envisaged it being used also where the wearer was moving about in a sudden emergency
(as In a house on fire) or a foul well In effect he had designed the snorkel
Startin's proposal was read at the Society of Arts on 3 June 1846:
'The Candidate was in attendance and exhibited his apparatus to the Committee. He
explained how it could be used by divers by the addition of an a u bag, by means of
which they would be able to remain under water for a minute or two at a time, fix
chains to s~lnkenobjects etc, and also ~ t appl~cability
s
to the admin~strationof S u l p h ~ u ~ c
Ether and other medicated vapours. He stated m reply to questions from the Cornm~ttee
that it could be used in the exploration of mines, as an apparatus for breatlung the
Nitrous Oxyde and other gases, and also heated alr.
The Candidate then withdrew, and the Committee resolved that the apparatus appeared
simple and effective, and gave it its approbation.'

The production model
The definitive apparatus was described in the Med~cal time.^ oF30 January 1847,* and was on
the market immediately afterwards. It was illustrated also in a review article in the Edinhurgiz
Medical and Surgical ~ o u r n a l . ~It was manufactured by Joseph Walters and Company, 82
London Wall, the design being reg~steredon 20 January. It was supplied in a cardboard box.
A description, a diagam, and instructions for use, were pasted inside the lid. (Figure 2)
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Figure 2
These are identical with the paper published in the A4edical T~mes. It was now called
Startin's Pneumatic Inhaler, and it was claimed that:
'By tlus instrument (received with the greatest applause by the Society of Arts, Jan.
27) precise quantities of any volatile medicament, mixed with a due proportion of

atmospheric air, can be administered with nearly natural freedom of ~ n s ~ i r a t ~ o When
n.'
ether is employed, the most delightful sensations are produced, accompanied by an
immunity from the pain of s u r ~ c aoperations.'
l
'As the name indicates, the concept had changed. Whereas, because of its original
purpose the emphasis had been on the facemask, it was now on the vaporizer. The
applicability of the apparatus to the newly introduced procedure of general anaesthesia
had been quickly recognised. The novel idea of an oro-nasal mask had been dropped in
favour of a combined mouthpiece and nose clip, but the two valves had been retained
The mouthp~ecewas connected to the 'receiver' or vaporizing chamber, by three or
four feet of light, flexible tubing 'which must at least be the size of the human
windpipe'. The vaporizing chamber was a glass vessel of sufficient capacity to contain
a single insprration. It was closed by a bung with three perforations through which
passed the alr inlet and outlet tubes, and the injector. The injector consisted of an
inverted metal cone with a small stopcock near the injector tube. The top was covered
by a very thin flexible metal disc, sensitive to changes in atmospher~cpressure. 'so as
to ~njectinto the receiver, at each vacuum created by inhalation, a jet of ether or other
liquid, which 1s formed Into vapour by the hot water.'
The principle was that the inhaler contained sufficient air for one inhalat~on,and the injector
or the fumigator, controlled by the adrnin~stratorthrough a stopcock, allowed a graduated
quantity of volatile agent to be inspired. For anaesthetic use the stand should contain very
hot water, and alcohol-free ether of specific gravity 0.750 should be used. Startin described
the technique of induction, allowing the patient to beco~nehabituated to the nose-clip and
mouthpiece, which he called 'the inspirator', before gradually ~ntroducingthe ether vapour.
I-Ie expected insensibility after five or, at the most ten minutes, after which the alternation of
three breaths of pure air with three from the inhaler should be suficient to maintain the
desired state.

Discussion
Virtually all the very early ether inhalers, John Snow's apart, were modifications of ex~sting
pieces of chemical apparatus. Startin, sim~larly,opportunistically adapted a very good idea
designed for a quite different purpose. HIS original 'inspirator' featured a valved breathing
circuit, an oro-nasal facemask, and a head harness. With its many possible applicat~onsits
ingenuib speaks for ~tself.Mention of sulphuric ether and nitrous oxide before 19 December
1846 is intr~guing,but unexpla~ned.
Ln the production model, which was on the market some two months befor-e Snow's, Startin
elaborated the specification of the circuit, stipulating that the breathing tube should be at least
the diameter of the human windpipe. A c r ~ t ~ c i sof
m many of the early inhalers was that the
bore of the tubing was too narrow, and while John Snow is generally credited with pointing
out the need for it to be at least as wide as the trachea, Startin obviously had the same idea,
and earl~er Whereas Snow, by controlling the temperature of the water bath in which his
vaporiz~ngchamber was immersed, intended only to set an upper limit to the strength of ether
vapour, Startin, by v i m e of his injector, ambitiously aimed to control the concentration of
every breath. I-Iowever the technology available to him was not adequate for the requ~rement.
His injector must have had the problem of pressure equalisation and would have functioned
more as a dropper, but he thought of the idea first. It was the best part of a century before

another apparatus appeared, the Goldman Vinesthene vaporizer, that Incorporated the drip
principle. Abandoning the oro-nasal facemask, possibly because of production problems,
was a mistake, but Startin's was better designed and nearer to present day models than the
one subsequently produced by Sibson and adopted by Snow. Joseph Walters appears in the
London Post Office Directories at 82 London Wall from 1845 to 1848. He is described as a
surgical instrument and truss maker. Startin probably chose him because of the proximity to
his own establishment.
The Society of Arts
The Society of Arts was an unlikely forum for the ~ntroductionof a piece of anaesthet~c
apparatus, but a very suitable one for the origmal version of Startin's inhaler. It had been
founded In 1754 by William Shipley, a drawing teacher and inventor, to create a fund to
support nnprovements in the liberal arts. sciences, and manufactures, its revenue to be raised
by subscription. It was the second of England's national scientific societies, being preceded
only by the Royal Society, so with its emphasis on the practical application of science, its
influence became very considerable. Stephen Hales was a founder member and its first vicepresident.8 Early members included Benjamin Franklin, William Hogarth, and Samuel
Johnson. In 1758 it began to confer awards for improvements in agriculture, chemistry,
manufactures, trade, and the polite (fine) arts. Prince Albert became president in 1843, and
the Society was the moving force behind the Great Exhibition of 1851. Tt fostered the
establishment of the City and Guilds Institute and the Royal College of Music. A number of
other learned and specialist scientific societies originated from it. It initiated the London blue
plaques, and in 1870 began to campaign for the nationallsation of the railways. In 1908
Edward W granted permission for use of the title 'Royal'. In 1948 it came up w t h the idea
for the Festival of Britain of 1951. It continues to be an extremely active and influential
~r~anization.~
(See also the Royal Society of Arts web site, http://wv,rsa.org,uk/rsa/historyasp)
Cooclusion
The absence of any mention of Startin's inhaler in any of the standard comprehens~ve
histories of anaesthesia is difficult to explain, because apart from the presentation to the
Society of Arts, which might not have been noticed, it was also described in the widely read
A4edicol Times, and mentioned in other reports. In spite of differences between the diagram
and the actual models, such as the absence of the expiratory valve that should be on the
mouthpiece, ~t appears that it did work. At King's College Hospital in February 1847, atier
failing to induce anaesthesia with Hooper's apparatus for excision of the scapula and half of
the clav~cleof a man aged 33 (the patient breathing most industriously but the only effect
being slight excitement): 'Startin's Inhaler was then tried, and the result was most striklng
In a few minutes a quiet slumber was induced, when the surgeon proceeded with the
necessary incisions'. The operation took about fifteen minutes, during most of which the
patient was unconscious of suffering.'' Presumably Hooper's apparatus failed because the
ether was too cold, and there was no external source of heat. Startin's inhaler would have
been an even more efficient vaporizer than Snow's because a very small quantity of ether was
being vaporized at each breath by very hot water.

Examples of Start~n'sinhaler seem to be very rare. We know of only hvo, the other being in
the store of the Science Museum, South Kensington (catalogue number A196023, Collection
of Anaesthesia). There are differences between them. That on loan to the Science Museum is
part of the Wellcome Collection. It is numbered 169, its stand and cap are of gilt metal, and
the noseclip is integral w t h the mouthpiece. (Figure 3) The one In private hands, numbered
1507, is closed by a stopper of lignum vitae with a brass surround, the metal parts are steel,
panted a mottled green, and the noseclip is separate. The apparatus In the Science Museum is
in mint condition, and the breathing tube, coiled up for perhaps 150 years, remains flexible,
and qulte w~thoutcracks or other signs of age. It has the appearance of a presentation or
demonstration model. If the serial numbers indicate how many were made, it is surprising
that there are not Inore of these inhalers about.

Figure 3
Startin's Inhaler
(Courtesy of the Trustees of The Science Museum)
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In the absence of the Speakers this paper was read by Neil Adams

TEE USE OF ANALGESICS AND RYPNOTICS M THE ANCIENT
GREEK AND BYZANTINE ERA
G Kalantzis, C Trompoukis, C Tsiarnis, J Lascaratos
Departnient of History of Medicine, Medical School, National University of Athens, Greece
Lntroduction

An md~ssolublerelat~onbetween humans and nature has ex~stedslnce the prehlstorlc perrod
People were obtalrung not only the11 food from nature, but also the necessary herbal
substances for curlng thelr wounds and d~seasesIn order to keep up to date, humans had to
summon up all the11observat~onsregarding the therapeut~cpropert~esof plants In the course
of time, thelr knowledgc was enhanced and enr~ched as many traders and travellers
~nt~oduced
new plants From different lands Thus, phytotherapp became an ~ndispensableald
Anc~entGreek doctors d~scoverednumerous
of rned~calart for all the anclent c~vihsat~ons
herbs w ~ t hheal~ngpropertles and they carrled the torch of Iearmng to the Byzant~nedoctors
through the anclent Greek texts
Ancient Greece and the Roman Empire
The knowledge of herbal therapy was not the same in different areas of the world Moreover,
the absence of classification of the different plant species was a compounding factor For
better understanding and subsequent therapeutic use of plants. Hippocrates (460-370 BC) was
the first to focus his interest on the healing properties of plants. In Corpus Hippocmticum 236
different plants are listed and their propertles are mentioned, but they are not described very
thoroughly.' Aristotle (384-322 BC) attempted a similar recording in h s book 'On Plar~ls'.
At the same time Theophrastus (372-287 BC) l a ~ dthe foundations of modem botany with his
book 'Historiu Plantarurn
During that per~odof time, collect~ngherbs for a lot of people was not just a procedure but a
ritual. They were processing the roots of the plants, though they were not herbalists.
However, later on they developed into pharmacists. The most famous among them was
Krateus (120-63 BC) who was serving Mithridata, the King of Black sea.'
D~oscorides(1st century AD) is considered as the founder of pharmacology and the father of
botany He collected a great deal of botanical information during the expeditions of the
Roman legons where he was employed as a physician, and he recorded his observations in
the memorable book 'De mulerral medrca'. He intended to correct all the previous rn~stakes
of the naturists who dealt with that issue. In his book more than 1,000 formulae of animal,
plant or mineral or~ginare rnent~oned,as well as 4,740 medical applications o r them.
Dioscorides' work was thorough and became irreplaceable during the following sixteen
centuries; even nowadays a significant number of those herbs are still mentioned in
pharmacopoeias
Byzantine physicians
In the Byzantine era people held botanic physicians in high esteem and many of them were
influenced by Dioscorides. In the 4th century Oribasius (325-425 AD) wrote a book which
actually borrowed several chapters from the three books that Dioscorides had ~ r i t t e n . ~ - ~

Aetius of.4midena9 (6th century) was an expert in toxicology and he dealt in his books with
many plants and antidotes. His contemporary Alexander of ~ r a l l e swrote
' ~ ten books; among
them the well-known 'Therapeulics' w h c h deals with herbal medcine.
Paul of Aegina (7th century)" was an eminent Byzantine doctor who described herbal,
animal and mineral medicines, adopting an alphabetical classificat~on in his book 'De
medicina' similar to the classification that Dioscorides and Galen (2nd century) had already
introduced.
Many Byzantine physicians wrote several books attempting to improve the classificat~onof
plants and formulae, but they d d not manage to avoid repeating Dioscorides' classification.
Briefly, we can mention Ioannis Aktouarios (13-14th century) with the book 'on the
composition of drugs', Vassos Kassianos (6-7Lhcentury) who wrote the book 'Agronomzcs'
and Theophanes Chrysovalantes (10th century) who is the author of the book 'Synopsis of
medical art'.I2
Analgesics
All the above mentioned medical books include a great variety of herbs and formulae that had
been used as analgesics in many diseases. Nevertheless, every plant could have several
properties apart from these analgesic functions and could be administered as expectorants,
anti-inflammatory agents, diuretics, antidotes etc. In order to present the analgesic properties
of the plants we have classified them according to the type of illness that they had been used
to treat.I3.l4
Headaches
Ancient Greek and Byzantine physicians dishnguished between acute headaches (hans~ent
pain and headaches not accompanied with fever) and chronic headaches.
Acute headaches
The most frequently used medicines were the ethereal oils of rose (rosa gallica var.
centfolia), the farming of which was rife in ancient Greece, and they were applied to the
temporal region. This preparation is mentioned in the book 'Medical Synopsis' written by
Leo in the Byzantine period.15
More complicated preparations were poultices made from the bark of solaniurn nigrum.' In
t h s case the plant was boiled until a sticky material was formed which was later applied to
the temple.
Chronic headaches

In case of chronic headaches, physicians boiled the plant extracts with vinegar, which was
then sprinkled on the forehead or the temple of the patient. The most commonly used plants
were portulacea oleracea and amomunz sublutum.. The latter was an aromatic herb from
India which had a hypnotic action as well. Another plant, which had been used quite often,
was pimpinella anisurn that had narcotic features when it was administered in high doses.

Aetius of h i d e n a 9 suggested spreading a cold, pink~shpulp made of dill and camomile on
the forehead in cases of headache accompanied by fever. On the other hand, in cases of
chronic headache he advised doctors to prescribe an essential oil combined with mint and ivy,
a mixture frequently ~nentlonedin the texts of Paul of ~ e ~ ~ and
n a ~ribasius.',~
"
Finally,
Alexander of Tralles, in his book 'On headaches', emphatically discouraged the
administration of both mandragora ofjic~narrrand h e m l ~ c k . ' ~
Otalgias
In otalglas most of the physicians preferred the infusion of different oils mixed with certain
herbal extracts like aloe, crocus salivus, balanites aegyptiaca (a plant from Africa) and
hyoscyamus niger. The pharmacological action of hyoscyamus niger was clarified many
centuries later by Brandes, who discovered the alkaloids hyoscyamine and hyoscine.
Moreover, some physicians recommended the topical infusion of connabis sariva in the ear
canal.
Abdominal pain
Patients suffering from gastric pain were administered maternal milk or a concoct~onof mint
and ~ i n e g a r .Others
~
recommended the oral admirustration officus sycotnous or artemisia
apstthizrm whch is the most important constituent of the alcoholic beverage absinth.
Gynaecological pain
A regular medication for pain caused by gynaecolog~caldiseases was the oil produced from
anygdahs commtm~s,which was considered the best painkiller in case of uterine diseases.
Moreover, aristoloclzia pallrda was a plant used during the puerperium; its name originates
from the Greek words aristos + lochla ( best for the puerperium)

Lumbar pain
Lower back pain was a very common disease requiring analgesia during the anclent Greek
and Byzantine era. Aetius characteristically mentioned that: 'back pain is a symptom of a
severe illness'. Treatment of backache included linseed poultice or concoction of viciu faba
and cappurrs rupestris.
Hypootics
Hypnotics did not constitute a different group of drugs since most of them appeared to have
more pharmacological features. They were administered per OS (juices), by smelling ethereal
011s or by spreading over the temples. The essence of using hypnotics was to sedate the
patient in order to fall asleep and perform a surgical operation. The most frequently used
plants were papaver somnferum, wirhania somnifera, mandragora officinarz~rnand cor~izrm
maculatum.
According to the Byzantine botanists, there are two kinds ofpapaver somniferum (poppy): i)
papaver and ii) papaver nrgrztm r h o e ~ s . ~Nowadays,
,~
we know that this plant contains
morphine (20% codeine (2.5%), papaverlne (H%)
thebaine
,
(2%), narceine and
hydrocotamhe.'2bap~er .somnferum was known since the Minoan period (1380-1 110 BC)

because several idolatrous statuettes related to the plant had been discovered. The extract
from the plant's leaves was boiled, and then it was either admin~steredorally or it was
applied topically on the forehead and the temporal regions of the patient in order to cause
sedation. It is worth mentioning that many physicians, like Dioscorides, disagreed with the
use ofpapaver as an analgesic in case of pain in the ear or the eye.
The bark of the root of withan~usomnfera had soporific action, but it had a shorter duration
compared with papaver. Mandragora of/icrnarum is one of the most poisonous plants and
contains hyoscyamine, atropine and scopolamine. Botanists distinguished between the male
(white) and the female (black) mandragora.. The therapeutic juice was prepared from the
root and had a hypnotic action.
A plant known worldwide was canium maculatum or drvaricalum which contains the
alkaloid coneine. It has a toxic effect and causes neurornusc~~lar
paralysis with the respiratory
muscles being affected. It was administered in small doses in order to achieve analgesia and
sedation. The most dramatic case of hemlock administration in the ancient Greek history IS
the execution of the famous philosopher Socrates in 399 BC.

Nso, we should mention that the fish torpedo mamorrrla caused numbness when it was in
contact with the patient's s k k 3 The Roman physician Scribonius Largus (1st century) gives
valuable information about the use of that fish in med~cine. Torpedo marnorara is a fish in
the Mediterranean Sea and it is depicted in several ancient Greek ceramics and Roman
mosaics. Furthermore, in Plato's work 'Menon', Socrates is likened to that fish because he
could 'anaesthetize' h s interlocutors the same way that the fish could soothe the pain and
sedate the patients.'7 Finally, another fish with hypnotic features is muloprerus elecrricns,
which can be found in the Nile and is depicted on several frescos in an Egyptian vault (3rd
century BC).

''

Conclusion
Knowledge about the therapeutic appl~cationof herbs was preserved and enriched in the
Ancient Greek and Byzantine era. The various applications of plant extracts gwe evidence of
a high level of scientific knowledge, which is Further proven by the fact that the physicians,
who carried on their legacy, documented those significant achievements in their books.
Further evidence of this arises from the fact that most medical schools of Western Europe,
from the late Middle Ages until the dawn of the 18th century, based their teachings of
pharmacodynamics and pharmacotherapy on the work done in the ancient Greek and
Byzantine era
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Surgeons and anaesthetists: Mr R T Richmond read a paper entitled Surgeons and
Anaesthetists. He constdered that the choice of anaesthetic should always be left to the
anaesthetist, and the utmost confidence ought to be placed with the anaesthetist by the
surgeon. Southern Branch of Brttish Medical Assoctat~on:South Wiltshire District. Brrtrsh
hiedrcal Journal 1903; 1:257.

Ether drinking in Russia: The habit of ether drinking is extremely prevalent in some parts
of Russia as of East Prussia ... . an idea of the extent to which thc habtt prevails may be
gathered from a report given in the Russian newspapers of a recent accident which occurred
at a place called Trossno. Ether is drunk by farmers on festive occasions, when it seems to be
consumed in pailfuls. A farmer celebrating his son's wedding, in the fullness of his
hospitality, got in two pails of ether. During the process of decanting the ether into bottles a
violent explosion took place, by which six children were killed and one adult was
dangerously injured, and 14 others were more or less severely injured.
Annotation. Brttish ~VfedicdJournal 1903; 1:28.

1UPID SEQUENCE INDUCTION: EUSTORY A N D EVOLUTION
Dr 0 J Warner
Consultant Anaesthetist and Honorary Senior Clinical Lecturer,
Nuffield Department of Anaesthetics, Oxford Radcliffe Hospitals NHS Trust
and University of Oxford
Introduction
Pulmonary aspiration of gastric contents during anaesthesia has always struck fear into the
heart of anaesthetists. The first report of death from aspiration of food was in 1853' during
chloroform anaesthesia. Since that time and throughout the 1900s, there was a steady flow of
reports citing this complication of anaesthesia as frequent and often avoidable. h 2002, all
anaesthetists are familiar with the technique of rapid sequence induction (RSI) where
preoxygenation is followed by rapid intravenous induction of anaesthesia, cricoid pressure,
paralysis and the insertion of an endotracheal tube. Although other anaesthetic techniques are
available that reduce the risk of pulmonary aspiration in the high-risk patient, RSI has
enjoyed widespread popularity. However, the technique of RSI has developed slowly through
an accumulation of ideas. It has taken the last century to achieve this evolution and was only
made possible by the discovery and design of, amongst other thing>, endotraclieal intubation
equipment and intravenous anaesthetic drugs that caused rapid loss of consciousness. The
recognition for specialist training in anaesthesia has had much to offer to the refinement of
ideas and further research in t h ~ sarea. With the advent of neuromuscular blockade and the
description of cricoid pressure application, the road was clear to develop the techmque that
we huvc today But there are still further refinements and potential improvements in
question. This article outlines the history of the development of RSI. The author has
deliberately omitted discussions concerning antacid prophylaxis and gastric emptying
because RSI is designed specifically as a protective rather than a prophylactic technique.
Recognising the risk of aspiration

In 1891, the Section of Therapeutics of the British Medical Association formed a committee
to investigate the effects of anacsthctics on humans, safcty. techniqucs of administration and
resu~citation.~25,920 case reports were gathered and in 1901 ~ a s t c reported
s~
the analysis.
The committee had met more than 300 times and amongst the 35 conclusions was one stating
that: the phenomena retching and vomiting wert: iicquently associated with complications
and doubtless bore a causal relationship to them. A decade later in 1910, an enqulry into the
question of deaths resulting from the administration of anaesthetics was presented to
Parliament by the command of Edward W.' In this arlicle, the leading London-based
anaesthetist, Frederic Hewitt, concluded that over the 40 years between 1566 and 1905 there
had becn a stcady increase in the number of fatal accidents during the administration of'
anaesthctics. One of the many recommendations of this committee was that no general
anaesthetic should be admi~steredby any person who was not a registered medical or dental
practitioner.
Thus. it was during this period that anaesthesia evolved to become a specialist subjectS and
many of the advances In the specialty were made as a consequence It was also clear that at
thc start of the 20th century, pulmonary aspiration had been identified as a cornpl~cationof
general anaesthesia.

Aspiration risk factors throughout the 1900s
It was not until the mid 1900s that attention was paid to the subject of food and fluid intake
before surgery.
In 1946 Mendelson described 66 cases who developed pulmonary aspiration syndromes out
of 44,016 pregnancies. Of these, there were 2 deaths. Ln his paper, after a serles of ingenious
animal experiments, he was able to show that a picture of either obstructive or asthmatic
respiratory distress developed following aspiration of gastric contents and this depended on
whether it was either solid or acidic liquid or both that had been asprrated. He concluded that
both types of aspiration were preventable. He suggested that starvation in labour should be
mandatory, and that gastric lavage and alkali~sationprior to the administration of general
anaesthesia should be r o ~ t i n e . ~
After 1960 a delay of five to six hours was commonly recommended for all patients
undergoing general anaesthesia but it was felt that this was unreliable in emergency cases.
The factors that delayed gastric emptying were also increasingly understood. Trauma, sepsis,
drug effects, bowel obstruction, gastro-oesophageal pathology and pregnancy were all known
to be potentially hazardous when combined with the administration of anaesthesia.' Thus,
advice focused on the role of gastric intake control, aspiration and lavage prior to surgery in
the hgh-risk cases.
The nest 40 years saw the addition of antacid regimes. This article will not deal with their
development. However, in 1993 a prospective French Nat~onal Survey described the
anacsthetic complications occurring In 200,000 cases for all types of procedures. The results
showed that aspiration of gastric contents was detected in 1:7400 patients and that aspiration
was responsible for the death of a patient in 1:33000 anaesthetics. Results from surveys in
other countries, together with editor~alsand reviews all emphasise repeatedly that prophylaxis
by asp~rationof gastric contents rernalns an important way to reduce anaesthetic related
mortality.'
Tracheal intubation
It was not widely appreciated until the 1940s that tracheal intubation during general
anaesthesia was an effective way of reducing pulmonary aspiration.' Alfred Lrstein of
Berlin IS thought to have designed the first direct vision laryngoscope in 1895, when his
colleague reported that a patient's trachea had accidentally been intubated during an
oesophagoscopy Aware of the climcal potential of this observation, he prolnptly fabricated a
hand-held instrument, which consisted of a blade and a handle. By 1913, the American
anesthetists Janeway and Dorrance, had also designed a cuffed endotracheal tube to be used
with the laryngoscope, but it failed to capture wide attention. This Inay have been because
there was lack of a sufficient market when in 1913 there were fewer than 100 anaesthet~sts
active In the United States.
Two of the most distiny~shedpioneers of endotracheal intubation were the self-bained
British anaesthet~sts,Sir Ivan Magill and his friend, Stanley Rowbotham. In 1919, after the
First World War, they worked together as general medical officers with an interest in
anaesthesia at the Facial and Jaw injuries unit at The Queen's Hospital, Sidcup. There, they

created several modifications of the insufflation technique. These included blind nasal
intubation (at which Magill proved to be a master), and the introduction of the single lumen,
red rubber endotracheal tube in 1 9 2 0 . ~
U n t ~ l 1940 it was widely thought that laryngoscopes were cumbersome, ill-designed to
protect the patient's teeth and offered only limited exposure of the Larynx. Because muscle
relaxants were not yet available, these problems were even more pronounced. For many
years, ENT surgeons were routinely called to the operating room in some hospitals for every
elective or emergency intubation while the anaesthetist confined his or her attention to the
administration of anaesthetic gases. In 1943, Professor (later Sir) Robert Macintosh of the
Nufield Department of Anaesthetics at Oxford introduced a curved laryngoscope, whch is
named after him and still used today. It is said that he and his chief laboratory technician,
Richard Salt, designed the laryngoscope during one morning's ENT operating list at the
Radcliffe Infirmary.
The development of both the endotracheal tube and the custom-built Macintosh laryngoscope
paved the way to make endotracheal intubation inore popular. In doing so, it was appreciated
that it was one of the principal defences against pulmonary asplrat~onand allowed the
evolution of RSI to proceed. The depressant effects of anaesthes~aon the protective airway
reflexes had long been recognised and thus the need for as brief a period as possible before
insertion of an endotracheal Lube. It must be remembered that before paralysis was available,
intubation was only possible during the deeper planes of anaesthesia, and events such as
vomiting or passive regurgitation could occur during this danger period. Implicit in this is the
importance of factors that could cause intubation to take longer than usual, so increasing the
risk for the patient.
However, signs of potentially lfficult intubation tracheal intubation were not consistently
appreciated as factors to be considered when identifying the risk of aspiration for a patient
until the last decade of the 20th century.'
Intravenous induction of anaesthesia and paralysis
Up to the 1930s, anaesthetists had a constant predicament about what depth of anaesthesia to
maintain during surgery. In the lighter planes, the protective airway reflexes were potentially
maintained but the patient's airway and response to surgery were troublesome. At deeper
levels of anaesthesia, there was Increased risk of passive regurgitation and aspiration. With
the exception of cyclopropane, rapid loss of consciousness combined with muscle relaxation
could not be acheved with inhalation agents. But rapid loss of consciousness was not
thought desirable, because although the slow and often stormy induction of anaesthesia with
volatile agents (usually ether) was sornetirnes interrupted by attempted or actual vomiting,
the laryngeal reflexes were understood to be mostly active during this period, and therefore
were known to protect against aspiration.
Thiopentone was brought into clinical use in the mid 1930s. Although it produced a much
more desirable induction for the patient, anaesthetists were still very concerned about its use
in the high aspiration risk patient because of the loss of airway control, possible apnoea and
the loss of protective laryngeal reflexes. For them it seemed, incredibly, that slow and
suffocating induction of anaesthesia was safe and desirable. Also, after induction, deeper
levels of anaesthesia were still necessary for surgery, especially if endotracheal intubation

was env~saged. For this reason, and because of its detrimental affect on the cardiovascular
system, particularly in the ill patient, thiopentone usage for the emergency patient did not
gain wide acceptance during this period. It was not until the era of muscle relaxation that it
gained popularity.
In 1935 Harold King lsolated the first pure curare alkalord, t u b o c ~ r a r e . ' ~This made its
clinical ~nvestigation possible. In 1941 supplies of chondl-odendron tomentosum vines
became available together with large quantities of crude curare from Ecuador, through the
efforts of the explorer and adventurer &chard Gill. In 1942, Griffith and Johnson in
Montreal used the drug for the first time as a skeletal muscle relaxant in anaesthesia l ' In
1948 Cecil Gray declared that because of the discovery of muscle relaxants 'anaesthesia had
been revolutronised by removing for all time the need for deep anaesthesia'.I2 It strll seems
incred~blethat this group of drugs, developed from the arrow poisons of the South American
Indians, would become widely used to paralyse patients during anaesthesia.
The search for synthetic muscle relaxants with superior properties had begun and led to work
by Barlow and Ing on the methonium compounds in this same year.13 In 1949
suxalnethonium was synthesised and was introduced into anaesthetic practice in 1951 l 4
The 1950s revolution
And so it was, that by 1951 all of the key drugs used for a modern day RSI had been
discovered. There was a greater understanding of gastric and oesophageal physiology during
this decade, especially of the lower oesophageal sphincter. This increased the reliance upon
positiorung during i n d u c t ~ o n . ' ~ ~ "
In 1950 the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland set up a committee to
investigate deaths associated with anaesthesia. They studied 43 deaths resulting from
regumtation and aspiration. Inexperience was implicated in many of the reports. Morton
and wylie19 sat on this committee and although they did not discuss specific cases they
offered a paper limited to the particular aspects of this problem. Most text books of the
period failed to deal with t h ~ sissue. By 1956 they had collected 1000 deaths due to
anaesthesia of which 110 were from aspiration of gastric contents. These often occurred
induction, especially when muscle relaxants were used. They concluded from this that for the
inexperienced an inhalational induction with ether was the safest method. For the more
expert, the smooth and pleasant induction with thiopentone and relaxant with 20' foot down
tilt (to avoid passive regurgitation) could be at-tempted. They were very cautious w ~ i ht h s
second t e c h q u e and stated that it should on no account be attempted by the learner
anaesthetist 2"hey
also introduced the concept of preoxygenatlon, although rt was not
formally discussed.
Three positions were now favoured for induction. These were foot down, sitting or left
lateral positions Hamer-Hodges et al published a case series of 1500 patients givrng support
to the combination of foot-down tilt with thlopentone and suxamathonium induction
However, in the 1950s research on lower oesophageal sphincter (LOS) function, backed up
by careful thought, p~ovideda platform that allowed RSI to evolve. O'Mullane showed that
LOS competence was not affected by the actions of local anaesthetics, ganglion blockin
agents or muscle relaxants. He was able to conclude that the LOS was therefore a valve.
Marchand went further when he found that the cardia was even competent in the cadaver!"

W

But regurgitat~on was still clinically evident. There appeared to be two situations when
oesophageal reflux might happen. Dornhorst showed that glottic obstruction during
spontaneous respiration produced h g h negative pressures within the oesophagus which
encouraged reflux.17 Dinnick investigated with barium meals obstetric patients who had
regurgitated, and showed that this was due to incompetence at the cardia.I8

But the most comprehensive papel. on the subject was offered by Snow and Nunn. They used
the data from 0 ' ~ u l l a n e lwhere
~
he found, even in gastric distension, that gastric pressures
did not exceed 18 crns H20. They calculated, after making various assumptions, that the
larynx was 19 crns H20 above the card~aif the patient was In a 40" foot down position. They
used gallamine paralysis which avoided the increase in abdominal pressure that occurred with
suxamethonium. Of the 606 emergency patients anaesthetised in this way, only one clinically
irrelevant regurgitation occurred.22
However, all thest: t e C h q u e s were to be eventually replaced by an alternative strategy to
posture. In 1961 Sellick described the use of pressure on the cricoid cartilage to occlude the
oesophagus against the cervical ~ e r t e b r a e . ~Patients
)
could therefore be induced in the supine
position with the applicat~onof cricoid pressure. This minimised the cardiovascular changes
that occurred in the foot-down position and optimised access to the alnvay. By the 1980s
reliance was primarily on the supine posture with cricoid pressure.R Subsequent to 1980
choiccs for induction of anaesthesia in the emergency patient with a full stomach were RSI,
awake intubation or regional anaesthesia.
Preoxygenation

The concept of preoxygenation became widespread after the introduction of intravenous
Induction agents. In 1951 Morton and Wylie suggested that: 'the inhalat~onof oxygen for a
few minutes prior to induction w ~ t hall agents other than nitrous oxide may be a wise
precaution'.'9 In 1955 Hamilton and ~ a s t w o o ddemonshated
~~
that denitrogenation was 95%
complete within 2-3 minutes if a subject was breathing at a normal tidal volume. This led to
the recommendation that preoxygenation should last for 3-5 m~nutes before RSI of
anaesthesia. Thereafter, several studies demonstrated that patients are optirnally oxygenated
after 3 minutes of normal tidal volume breathmg.".2G
Further studies have tr~edto achieve more rapid and sustained oxygenation by using deeper
breaths over shorter periods of time. Both the '4 deep breaths over 30 seconds' (4DBl30
sec), and the '8 deep breaths over 60 seconds' (8DBl60 sec) methods have achieved equal or
longer periods before desaturation compared to the traditional 3 minute tidal breathing2'
Whatever the final outcome of this continuing research, preoxygenation before RSI has
become standard practice.
Cricoid pressure

Ln 1961 Sellick published a paper called 'Cricoid pressure to control regurgitation of stomach
He was concerned about the widespread use of
contents durlng induction of anaesthesia'.
the barbiturate/muscle-relaxandrapidintubation t e c h q u e in the sitting position that had
become popular following the recommendations of Morton and Wylie in 1951.'"hs
position predisposed to cardiovascular collapse in the ser~ouslyi l l and in addition, if active
vomiting did occur dur~nginduction, it facil~tatedthe entry of stomach contents into the

''

lungs. Sellick suggested that hls techruque prevented regurgitat~ondur~nginduction before an
endotracheal tube was inserted, and that ~t also prevented inflation of the stomach during
intermittent positive pressure vent~lat~on.
This latter use was first documented In 1774 and concerned the recovery of persons 'drowned
and seemingly dead'. William Cullen wrote about experiments carried out by Dr ~ o n r o ~ '
and this article makes fascinat~ngread~ng:'To persons of little knowledge in anatomy, it is to
be observed, that the pressure should be only on the crico~dcartilage, by which the gullet may
be straitened, while the passage (of air) through the larynx is not ~nterrupted'.
Sellick's manoeuvre was not practiced widely in the UK until the late 1960s. For the next 20
years, there was very little refinement made to the original description of the application of
cricoid pressure. However, there are now indications that cricoid pressure can be far from
harmless and in some circumstances can be responsible for airway obstruction, difficult
tracheal intubation, pulmonary aspiration and, rarely, oesophageal rupture. Vanner and
colleagues have doni much to answer some of the fundamenil questions concerning cricoid
pressure29 in the last decade. The timing and force of application has now been quantified.
;?he Magill neck position (sniffing the ayr) has been vindjcated and altering the pressure to
achieve better laryngoscope views has been shown to be effe~tive.'~
~ e c o ~ n i t i oofn the need
for training anaesthetic assistants has also evolved.
Cooclusion
RSI is a technique where a series of separate advanced manoeuvres and complex
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynarnic effects are combined to reduce the potential risk of
regurgitation and aspiration during induction of anaesthesia. There is only circumstantial
evidence to indicate that it has been responsible for lowering the rate of pulmonary aspiration
and much of its evolutionary history, like so many other aspects of medicine, is based on best
practise. It is a technique that is widely used and is one of the only 'standard' inductions that
anaesthetists practise. It has revolutionised our approach to the patient w ~ t hh ~ g hrisk of
pulmonary aspiration. However, a recent UK survey that looked at anaesthetic practice for
RSI in obstetrics suggested that there is still variation in the timing and application of crico~d
pressure, and the choice and dose of drugs used together with their t~mingof administration "
There are still many questions concerning RSI that remain unanswered and there IS potential
for further refinements. The quest for better pharmacocdyna~nicsand kinetics remains and the
continuing use of suxamethonium is in question. It has come along way In the last 100 years,
what will happen in the next?
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Or~ginallythe College (of medicine; Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia 1765) offered both
the BM and MD, the latter requiring additional course work and a thesis. When it became
apparent that few men returned for this degree, the baccalaureate d e ~ e was
e discontinued
and graduates received an MD degree (p17).
The first medical schools.. . .were associated with colleges: Ph~ladelphia,New York, Harvard,
Maryland and Yale. While the original plan called for two degrees, an MB that would be
followed seven years later by an MD, this did not happen. Within a few years the MB was
discarded and the MD became the degree earned, unfortunately with less education required
than the original MB.(p23)
Submitted by Adrian Padfield ,also from a book review, thls time for the
J Med Bioy, The Renaissance of American Medicine by 41an C Merrnann MD.

CHLOROFORM - MURDER O R SUICIDE
Sir Thomas Stevenson and his role in the trial of Adelaide Bartlett
Drs R J Flanagan, Medical Toxicology Unit, Guy's and St Thomas' Hospital Trust
and K D Watson, School of Arts and Humanities, Oxford Brookes University
The Trial of Adelaide Bartlett

In 1886 Adelaide Bartlett was tried at the Old Bailey before Mr Justice Wills for murder~ng
her husband Thornas E d w ~ nBartlett ( l 844-1886) with chlorofomi. The Attorney General Sir
Charles Russell QC (1832-1900) led for the Crotvr. Edward Clarke QC ( l 841-1913) * led
for the defence. (Figure 1 )

Figure 1
Edward Clarke QC cross-examines M r E Bartlett s n r
(Mansell Collection)
A sensation in its day, the case remains one of the most intriguing of 19th century murder
mysteries and rased many questions that are st~llrelevant today. Although chemical analysis
can provc exposure to a particular poison, and in some cases quantitative measurements can
indicate likely toxic effects, proving the means by which a poison was administered and
whether the poison had a causal cffcct on outcome is often an ent~relydifferent matter.

* Clnrke had en illustrious career, becoming M P in turn for Southwark, Plymouth nnd the City of
London, Solicitor General 1886-92, and a Privy Counsellor (1908), although he never beume a judge.
He was Counsel for Oscar Wilde in the disastrous Q~~eensbury
libel case that led to Wilde's criminal
trials for gross indecency. Clnrke again represented him, generously waiving his kes.

Adelaide and Edwin
Adelaide de la Tremollle had married Edwin In 1875 when she was 19. He was a prosperous
South London grocer, but according to Adelaide's later reports had no interest in sex. Their
reported one act of unprotected intercourse led to a still-birth. Within a year of thelr mamiage
she was said to have begun an affair with her brother-in-law. In 1885 Edwin and Adelaide
moved to Merton Abbey, near W~rnbledon,and became frlends with George Dyson (b.1858),
a Wesleyan minister. Edwin approved of Adelaide's close friendship with Dyson, and even
made a ulll leaving everything to Adelalde wlth Dyson as executor and made its clear that he
expected him to ensure that Adelaide was provided for if he died.
The Bartletts moved to 85 Claverton Street, P~mlicoSW In October 1885. Edwin encouraged
Dyson to see as much as possible of Adelaide, even buying him a season ticket from Putney
to Waterloo to make it easier for him to visit her, ostensibly to instruct her in academic
subjects, although their maid later testified to finding the couple sitting on the floor together.
Within weeks Edwin became i l l . He died on the 1st January 1886. The autopsy was
performed by Dr T H Green of Charing Cross Hospital and four other doctors within a day or
so of the death They suggested the presence of a large amount of chlorofonn in h ~ stomach.
s
Dr Thomas Stevenson of Guy's Hospital, Home Office analyst, found 11% grains [727 mg,
0.5 ml] of chloroform in the stomach contents.
Murder or suicide?
Adelaide was charged with murder, and Dyson was charged with being an accessory before
the fact as he had admitted at the Inquest to obtaining chloroform for Adelaide. However, the
case against Dyson was withdrawn before trial This was probably a ploy by the prosecution
to enable Dyson to Bve evidence. Adelaide herself was not allowed to testify in her own
defence (this was not allowed until the Criminal Evidence Act of 1898 gave Ihe accused the
chotce of testifying or not), although she had glven evidence at the inquest.
It was shown in court that Dyson had bought bottles of chloroform from various chemists
(Dyson had said he wanted it for use as a cleaning fluid) on Adelaide's behalf Adelaide had
admitted to using it, sprinkled on a handkerch~ef,to help Edwin sleep during his supposed
terminal ~llness.That Edwin was poisoned with chloroform seems clear, but the defence
suggested that he had drunk i t to commit suicide, Ingestion as an anodyne was also a
possibility. In the event, as there was no evidence to show how the poison had been taken, a
'not guilty' verdict was returned.

Was it murder?
After the verdict was delivered, Sir James Paget PRS (1814-1899),* is said to have remarked,
'Now that it is all over, she should tell us, in the interest of sclence, how she did tt?'. The
prosecution had suggested that Adelaide had chloroformed Edwin in his sleep, an extremely
difficult thing to do, and had then trickled chlorofonn down his throat. The lower end of the
oesophagus and the stomach showed clear signs of irritation, but there was no indication of
irritation in the mouth odthroat. If Edwin had drunk chloroform quickly whilst conscious and
wh~lstsittlng up then this might explain the lack of irritation in the mouth or throat, although

* Noted surgeon and histologist of St Bartholomew's Hospital (Pnget's Disease) and friend of Verchow.

if this was the case then it 1s posslble that he would have vomited. However, there was no
sign of vomit in the mouth or lungs. If chloroform had been poured do\m h s throat while
unconscious, some might have got into his lungs, but again there was no sign of irritation in
the lungs.
Sir Thomas Steveoson and toxicology at Guy's
Dr (later Slr Thornas) Stevenson (1838-1908), the pr~nc~pal
expert wtness at Adela~de'str~al,
was an outstanding analyst and jur~st- a plvotal figure In analyl~calchem~stryand in forensic
toxicology (F~gure2) B s laboratory became a tra~lungground that eventually y~eldedS I ~
at Cambndge,
Frcderlck Gowlalid I-Iopk~ns(1 861-1947) PR? first Professor of B~ochern~stry
and now wdely acknowledged as the 'father' of modem b~ochernlstry

Figure 2
Sir Thomas Stevenson (1838-1908)
Vanity Fair 30 November 1899 by WAG (A G Wetherby)
Guy's Hospital had opened in 1726. Tho~nasGuy (16451-1724), a London bookseller, was
an active governor of St Thornas' Hospital from 1704 I-Iaving made a fortune as a result of
speculation in South Sea stock, he built (El 8,793) and endowed (£200,000) a ncw hospital for
incurables and lunatics, the largest single charitable donat~onmade up to that time (he also
left money to other charitable causes). The new hospital was designcd to takc: patients refu:;cd
treatment at St Thomas's, hence the emphasis was on materia medica and med~caltreatment
rather than anatomy and surgery, which remained at St Thomas's. This was to contribute
significantly to the development of scientific medicine in Britain, and establ~sheda tradition
of chemistry at Guy's that lasted into the 20th
Goodwill between the two hospitals
crumbled in 1825, rzsulting in Sir Astley Cooper's transfer to Guy's and the formation of an
independent medical school. Chemistry developed on three fronts: medical, forensic, and

hygienic, resulting in some major discoveries. Among these were the first descriphons of
alcaptonuria, paroxysmal hae~noglobinuna,and the composition of kidney stones. Richard
Bright FRS (1789-1858) discovered protein in wine, the diagnostic characteristic of Bright's
d~seaseof the kidneys, Alexander John Gaspard Marcet FRS ((770-1822) was the first to
identify bicarbonate as the major blood buffer and John Bostock FRS (1773-1846) gave the
first complete account of hay fever
The appointment of Alfred Swaine Taylor FRS (l 806-1880) as the first Professor of Medical
Jurisprudence (1834-77) brought emphasis to the chemical analysis of human tissues and
flnids and the clinical effects of poisons such as cyanide and strychnine Not only did his
writings become standard works on the subject, especially as regards presentation of evidence
- updates remained in print for over 100 years' - but the relative rigours of his analytical
laboratory (he was himself not a great analyst) were continued by Stevenson. Stevenson
hailed from Rainton in Yorkshire, but had trained at Guy's (MB,1863; MD, 1864). He was
lecturer in chemistxy and forensic medicine(l871-l908)and analyst and senior analyst to the
Home Office ( 1872-1908).
He became in turn President of the Institute of Chemistry and of the Society of Public
Analysts. He was an expert witness in all the leading criminal poisoning cases from l881
(Lainson - aconitine, 1882; Maybrick - arsenic, 1889, Cream - strychmne, 1892, Horsford strychnine, 1898; Bell - antimony, 1899; Chapman/Klosowsh - antimony, 1903; Devereux morphine, 1905, Brinkley - hydrocyanic acid, 1907) and was krughted in 1 9 0 4 . ~
Stevenson had recruited Fred Hopkins in 1883 and he remained his assistant until 1888, when
he enrolled in the medical school at Guy's. Later he became the first lecturer on the chemical
and nutritional aspects of hygiene at Guy's Given a lectureshp at Cambridge in 1898 at a
salary of £200 a year, he added to his Income by supervising undergraduates and giving
tutorials, and undertaking forensic toxicology case work for the Home Office for a few years
after Stevenson's death. Subsequently Hopkins worked on proteins, studled xanthines and
haem pigments, and helped Sir Archibald Garrod FRS (1857-1936) develop his concept of
inborn errors of metabolism, HIS most fanious work was in discovering the existence
vitamins, for whch he shared the Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine in 1 9 2 9 . ~*
On Stevenson's death the mantle of Sen~orHome Ofice Analyst passed to (Sir) William
Henry Willcox (1870-1941) at S1 Maql's Hospital. Willcox worked with Sir Bernard Henry
Spilsbury (1877-1947) on many notable poisoning cases including those of Crippen (1910)
m d Seddon (1912). Toxicology at Guy's did not recover from the loss of Stevenson's
protegees Wade and Hopkins until the eminent pathologist Professor Sir Keith Simpson
(1907-1985) re-established an analflcal laboratory to assist in his forensic work.
The other major influence, albeit indirect, was Professor Francis Edward Camps (1905-1972)
His contact with Roy Goulding (1916-) whilst Camps was a general practitioner in Essex
X In 1921 Hopkins isolated a substance that he named glutathione (GSH) and which he showed is widely
distributed in the cells of plants and ~nimals.Lntcr he identified it ns glutnmylcysteinylglycine. GSH we
now know is importa~~t
in the metr~bolicdetoxification of phosgene, a reactive intermediate formed by the
oxidative metabolism of chloroform. By analogy with paracetnmol, it is likely that depletion of hepatic
GSH after chloroform exposure leads in some instnnces to oxidative damage to hepatic macromolecules,
hence the development of liver necrosis manifest in its later slnges ns jaundice possibly leading to liver
failure (Pohl et a1 1 9 8 1 ) ~

during World War 2 was a major influence in Goulding's decision to take up medicine.
Goulding, with Simpson's help, was ~nstrumental in found~ng the Nat~onal Poisons
Infonnation Service (1963), and the Poisons Reference Service Laboratory (later the Poisons
Unit, now the Medical Toxicology Unit) (1967) at Guy's, and spontaneous adverse drug
reaction reporting (the 'yellow card' system) (1964). amongst other in~tiatives

'

Sir Thomas Stevenson and the Bartlett trial
Much has been \nitten about the Bartlett trial in recent years.
A major source has been the
trial transcript published soon after the trial and edited by junior counsel for the defence
assisted by Edward Clarke himself," but there are other contemporary records,I2 articles,
etc,13-ls It has not been generally remarked on that Edwin had had a canine tooth removed on
the day he died and was given a 'very large quantity' of nit~ousoxide - h e is said to recovered
from its effects exceptionally rapidly," but will clearly have had a very sore mouth. He had
had four teeth extracted only ten days before without anaesthetic and his gum was still badly
infected. Given that the effects of nitrous oxide may take hours to wear off completely,L6it
seems possible that Edwin may have suffered a degree of mental confusion, compounded by
pain, which inadvertently led him to overdose on chlorofonn. No-one at the time seems to
have considered the possible complicating effects of nltrous oxide; ~ndeed,its use appears to
have been made public only after the trial had ended.
Whatever the true cause of Edwin's demise, it is clear lhat the domestic arrangements in the
Bartlett household were unusual to say the least, and thus there were a number of points that
favoured suic~deor, failing that, accident as the reason chlorofoml had been ingested, as
discussed above. On the other hand there was some circumstantial evidence to suggest that
Adelaide herself had planned and executed the whole episode. On balance, from the records
available, the jury's verdict was probably correct in the circu~nstances,although as they
stated 'grave suspicion is attached to the accused'.
Stevenson's ev~dencewas the key as to showing why Edwin Bartlett died and the careful
analyt~calwork he and his assistants Fred Hoplc~nsandlor John Wade performed, together
with Stevenson's experience of presenting scientific evidence in court, may well have saved
Adelaide's life. Unusually in the hlstory of analytical science, Stevenson's laboratory
notebooks survive in the Gordon Museum at Guy's, now part of IQng's College London.
These give a day-by-day account of his work for HM Coroners and the pol~ceover some 30
years. The notebooks are quarto and written in Stevenson's own hand, not always easy to
read, each one numbered on alternate pages and indexed by Stevenson lumself. Records of
analytical work are initialled on every page. His first book for 1886 is devoted to the Bartlett
case (Tables l and 2, Figure 3). It is clear that Stevenson was fully involved at an early stage
of the investigation and was given copies of the statements of the principal witnesses,
~ncludingthat of Adelaide herself. Many of the early pages have a vertical pencil line drawn
through them, perhaps done by Stevenson himself once he had prepared his report to the
Coroner.
Unfortunately there are no reFerences to the analytical methods used, only records of
specimens received, analyses carried out, statements of witnesses, and copies of reports to
Coroner and Treasury Counsel. Therc is also arecord of experiments on rabbits carried out in
response to questions raised at the committal hearing and reported at the trial. It is hoped to

Experiments on rabbits with
chloroform 25 March 1886
Further proof of evidence sent
7 Apr 1886
Case of Bartlett

Post-mortem notes
Personal diary of events

85

Performed to see if chloroform was
detectable in the stomach after
administration by inhalation
87* Gives details of the experiments on
rabbits
88 His own record of some of the
evidence given at the trial at the Old
Bailey
89 Record of the post-mortem
examination read in court
90-91 Possibly used to draw up his fee
note?

Table 1.
Sir Thomas Stevenson's Bartlett Casebook

* See Table 2 for full text
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%4I~ n n ~ & a ~ ~ h ~ m u c h c h l o r o f o rbeenlakenbutlrom
mhad
thequantit~found~ould
say it was more than one ounce The tasle of chloroform IS hot and fiery A person taklng
chloroform would not easily mlstake ~tfor chloral One flu~dounce of chloroform has destroyed an
adult I have known persons to have swallowed 011of v~tnolby mlstake If a fatal dose of
, chloroform has been taken, ~thas been known l0 destroy l ~ f ein from one hour to twenty-four
I hours Somel~mes
the chloroform produces sickness & then the patlent usually recovers At other
limes it produces insenslbll~ty8 then death The ~nsens~bility
IS usually produced w ~ t h ~
the
n hour
1 sometimes more rap~dly Brandy does act as a solvent of chloroform but ~twould take two or
three wlne glasses of brandy to dlssolve m e ounce of chlorofom 1 may say that I dld find a trace
1
of alcohol In the stomach but whether anythlng deceased had taken In the way of wlne or from 11
belng wntalned In the chloroform I am unable to state as chloroform always has about 1 per
cent of alcohol added to make I! keep If the chloroform had been laken In a large amount of
brandy I should have expected to have found more traces of alcohol The bottle In whlch I found
the CO*-~Rutdlhanded
to Inspector Marshall _
571 am of the oplnion that the appearances ~nthe stomachGupled~th th~quantityofchloroform
found ~nthe contents of Ihe stomach and also ~ t spresence In the flu~dfrom the lnlestines polnt to
l the admlnistratlon of a fatal dose of chloroform In the Iiqu~d
form by the mouth There IS no
ev~denceavailable In the articles submitted to me to show whether the sdmln~strat~on
by the
mouth had been preceded by the use of chloroform by ~nhalat~on
Chloroform is a poison which
may klll when 111s swallowed ~nexcess when it IS Inhaled In excess or manifestly by both
methods of adm~nlstrat~on
About three-quarters of a fluld ounce of chloroform swallowed has
destroyed the llfe of an adult a teaspoonful has ktlled a chlld aged four years 8 1 have k n w n a
teaspoonful produce severe symptoms in an adult Death has resulted tn an hour from Ihe
swallow~ngof chloroform It 1s a hol fiery I~qu~d,
of pungent odour and could not be swallowed
wllhout producing an ~mmed~ate
powerful sensal~onof burnlng In the mouth and throat Persons
I may be chloroformed by ~nhalat~on
whllst asleep If the person be not too far gone l~quidsplaced
far back in the mouth are swallowed I e the act of swallowing IS exc~tedBut when very greatly
under the lnftuenoe of inhaled chloroform ltqutds placed at the back of the throat do not excite
l the act of swallowing A person under the tnfluence of chloroform adm~n~stered
by the mouth IS
tnsens~ble and t h ~ slnsenslb~l~ty
may supervene qu~cklyI e ~na few mlnutes
I The sealed wrappers I have referred to 8 all the medicines I have referred to were produced by
I me at the ad~ournedlnauest on Februaw 4'"
were Iafl ~nthe custodv of Ihe officer of the court
- +I Tom R _ a l ~ h-.- --__
.
_ _
_
_-87
Since the maglsterlal hearlng I have experimented upon rabbits w~thchloroform to clear up
I polnts suggested In cross examlnat~on
I A rabb~t
was caused to Inhale chloroform 1111it was dead It was then opened tmmed~ately The
blood and lntestlnal organs smelled of chloroform The stomach was removed quickly, and the
wntents exam~nedfor chloroform None was delected Thls experiment shows lhat when
) chloroform IS Inhaled In fatal excess there 1s no sens~blesecretton or excretion on chloroform
Into the Stomach
One fourth of a fluid ounce (a desertspmnful) of chloroform was tntroduced Into the stomach of a
rabblt by means of a tube In 10 mlnutes the animal could not stand and ~nabout half an hour it
was lnsens~bleand rema~nedso In three hours it was in a dylng cond~tionbut the blood was
still Clrculat~ngThe throat was cut and the blood wh~chflowed was analysed and found to
conlaln chloroform Thls expertment proves lhat chloroform when taken ~ n t othe stomach passes
Into the blood
l
On postmortem examlnahon there was found to be recent acute ertens~ve~nflarnmat~on
of the
stomach-andfi:mtcusmembrane
was abra~ded~ p r _ o b a b ~ m m m ~ ~ n g _ u l c ~ a l l o n
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Table 2
Extracts from Sir Thomas Stevenson's Casebook 1886

Figure 3
Sir 'Thornas Stevenson's Bartlett Casebook (page 1)
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n gm- Received at Home a telearam from Bodmer. then he came and delivered the H 0 order
no X8963 for analysls
(H~cksltose_ndart~cIespnll'~_
,*
i
"
last I rece~vedfrom the hands of Tom Ralph PC 3758 the follow~ngarticles all
sealed
wtth
unbroken
seals
I
A paper package sealed w~thplaln seal and marked re Ed T Barilett deceased W Ralphe 17
1
1 Charlewood Place Contents Jaw entlre Parts of tongue etc tt wnta~nedthe lower law of an
adult w~ththe tongue and adjacent soft parts
I
l A glass jar sealed J G D ' contalnlng a very thlck seml-ilu~d
mass measuring one-fourth of a
ptnt and presumably the contents of the small bowels
1
A glass jar or bottle sealed J G D and contalnlng a human stomach which had been cut open
A glass bottle sealed J G D and labelled as mango rel~sh
A (4 oz) glass boltle mntatnlng a tablespoonful of thlck semi-flutd matter presumably the
contents of the stomach havlng a strong and pecul~arodour
A glass jar, sealed J G D contalnlng a nu~da broken tumbler and a 1% ounce medlctne bottle
a
A brandy bottle sealed J G D contatnlng a flu~d
I A hamper sealed contalntng 36 bottles and other vessels to each of wtrlch I shall asslgn a
I dlstlngulshlng letter or letters
On the 16IhJanuary I rece~vedfrom the hands of the same person a further sealed package
I conratnlng three vessels to whtch I have ass~gned
dlst~ngulshlng
numbers
I have duly examtned 8 analysed the atltcles conta~ned~nthese packages and vessels w~lhthe
I followng results The lower jaw was dlseased and contamed four teeth only VIZ on the rtght the canlne tooth &
one molar 8 on the l& the two blcusp~dsFrom the half of the jaw & the vhole of the soft parts I
extracted traces of copper and lead - ln Ihe aggregate 1-80" graln of the two metals I am unable
to asserl wtth certa~ntythat mercury IS present or absent the quantlty of mater~alwas too small to
admtt of 11sdeteaton In the presence of lead and copper
The contents of the ~ntesl~nes
contatned mango rellsh I ewlracted also a race of chloroform 3
10'"' of a gratn and no other polson
The stomach had apparently been acted upon by some lrrltant dur~ngl~feand shortly before
death
The mango rellsh was free from polsons
The tablespoonful of stomach fluid was faintly actd It contalned mango rellsh The peurt~arodour
was dlstlnclly that of chloroform I ascertatnedthat the flu~d contatned 11%gratns of chloroform
or nearly f~veper cent There was no prusslc ac~dmorphme or other polson present bes~des
chloroform
The vessel mnta~nlngthe fluid w~lhthe broken tumbler, contamed partly decomposed Condy s
flutdS and was free from chloroform and chlondes t e Ihe products of the decompostt~onof
chlwoform It conlatned a small quanllty of sulphate of magnesrum
The brandy bottle contalned Condy S flu~dand no polson It was free from sulphate of

~~dcioner

4-

1

/

l

,

1

I

magnesium

I am of oplnlon that the quantlty of chloroform met w~thIn the vlsceral arttcies submitted to me
pOtntS to the adm~nistrat~on
of a fatal dose of chloroform and the post-mortem appearances met
wlth more especlalty those In the stomach and the heart are such as would be met w~thIn
' polsonlng by l ~ q u ~chloroform
d
[For thls paragraph In Counsels' proof v~dep 57)
I The vessels In the sealed hamper, and those delivered to me on the 16IhJanuary contatned
I varlous med~camentslnclud~ngnux vomtca oplum chloral hydrate and chloroform but all In
ordinary medtcal and non-poisonousdoses. The only medicines contatnlng chloroform or chloral
hvdrate -from whlch latter chloroform is obtained bv a simole chemical orocess -were.- X'. X'.
X' whtch contelned Ihe res~duesof a m~rlure
'by A Leach. prescrlptlon no 38557
I contatntng chloroform- m~nulequanhtles only, qulte ~ n s f i c ~ etomaccount for Ihe chloroform
fou_ndIn the body of the deceased-_- ..-p ._.

;

I

resinb bed

Table 3
Further extracts from Sir Tbomas Stevenson's Casebook 1886

undertake a full study of the Bartlett notebook and the other notebooks in due course.
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Abstract
'THE PROFESSOR NEEDS A DUMMY'
The story of Seaworthy Sierra Sarn
Dr G Enever
Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle upon Tyne
Professor Edgar Pask is famous for his Second World War exploits.' He is remembered as
the limp figure seen adrift in a pool, testlng life-jackets for the RAF. His researches saved the
lives of many airmen, and left Pask with a lifelong interest in marine safety and rescue.
After ten years as head of the Department of Anaesthesia in Newcastle, Pask came back to
the subject of research into life-jackets; with his poor health and senior~ty, it was
inappropriate to throw the Professor into the Tyne, and so a substitute was sought.
Eventually, an American company was found that made anthropomorphic test dummies for
the USAAF. They built a dummy for Pask, 'Seaworthy Sierra Sam' He was unique, and
made to simulate an unconscious person exactly, as well as being waterproof.
Sam was brought back to Newcastle, and used in a number of experiments.' He remained a
'member' of the Department for more than ten years after the death of Pask in 1966 I-Ie was
finally sold to a marine institute in Hamburg in 1978.
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Abstract

ANESTHETIC ADMINISTRATION BY A JUVENILE
Stories from a Medical Family
Dr D Byer
Department of Anesthesiolog)~,Mayo CJinlc, Rochester, Minnesota
Charles H Mayo (1865-1939) administered an anesthetic at a young age. The Mayo family
often retold the anesthesia story. According to C H Mayo:

'I began my work in anesthesia at the age of eight or nlne years. I remember a
physician whom father (William W Mayo 1819-1911) used to call in to Dve anesthesia.
One time a patient with a large ovarian tumor was going to be operated on. They never
used to operate for an ovarian tu~norIn those days until ~t weighed 80 or 1.00 pounds.
On this occasion the physic~anwas ~ v i n gthe anesthetic, and Dr Will, who was [four
years] older, was called in to help across the table from father, and I was sitting
disconsolately on the doorstep. The door opened and the physician came out on the
lawn, givlng a good exhibition of seasickness. I was called In to give the chloroform.
Father told me when to stop and when to start'.'
Other accounts place the age of Charles H Mayo at t w e ~ v e ,seventeen:
~.~
or elghteen5 years
William J Mayo ( 1 877 or 1878) provided t ~ descriptions:
o
'I am sure I cannot add anything to what Dr Charlle has said. I remember the instance
of which he speaks and can see him in my mind's eye, a small boy of twelve in knee
pants standing on a chair and dropping the chloroform on.'2
'When I was slxteen (1877 or 1878) I was my father's first assistant, and Charlie
handled the sponges behind me. Dr Mosse was giving the anesthetic -this was out at
the Voltz place - as father got the incision big enough for d~gginginto the turnor, Dr
Mosse fainted away, and Charlie stood on a box and ad~n~nistered
ACE - from that
time he was the anesthetist."
The Rochester Posl carned the follo\ving item.
'Last Wednesday (January 3, 1883) Dr W W Mayo, assisted by Drs J E Bowers, F R
Mosse and W J Mayo, removed from the person of Miss Anna Voltz, of Marlon, an
ovarian lumor weighing twenty-eight pounds. The operat~onwas entirely successful
and there is every reasonable prospect of the complete recovery of the patient.'4
W W Mayo reported:

'Ovarian Tumor Operation -Recovery. MISST Voltz, age 19, Marion, Mim. Consulted
me in the fall of 1882 regarding an abdominal enlargement - an operation advised and
rcfused, as she was but little inconvenienced. In October 1883, s t ~ l lrefus~ngan
operation, she was tapped. The tumor now rapidly refilled and on January 3rd
(Thursday, 1884) the patient and friends consenting, assisted by Drs J E Bowers, W J

Mayo and D M Berkman, I operated, removing a multilocular cyst weiglung thirty-two
pounds. The patient made an uninterrupted recovery without medication, and In about
one month married and within the year was delivered of a fine child - Anesthetic:
chloroform; no antiseptics."
Attempts to resolve the variations In dating of the event have been interesting. A
consideration of the Volz (Voltz) family suggests the patient described by W W Mayo was
Anna Volz. Anna Volz married her stepbrother Jush~sFrank Volz on 2 March 1883. Their
son Frank 3 Volz was born 17 January 1884. These dates fit the rapid recovery described by
W W Mayo. According to the Posr the procedure occurred on 3 January 1883. Charles H
Mayo was seventeen years old at that time.
F~nallythe story prov~desan interesting ~llustrahonof the father as medical mentor to h ~ s
young sons As W J Mayo sald.
'He used to take us to National meetings, even when we were small boys. I never h e w
I had any choice except to be a doctor. As we went around with him he was very
careful to see that we saw everything.'3
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TEE STORY OF CYCLOPROPANJZ AT HLLLWGDON HOSPITAL
Professor R Bodman (retired)
Cork, Lreland
Lntroduction

I first saw cyclopropane used in 1942. I was a dresser on Professor Rendle Short's firm at the
Royal Infirmary In Br~stol.Ronald Belsey, a graduate of St Thomas' Hospital, newly arrived
From the United States where he had graduated in the new spec~alityof Thoracic Surgery,
was established temporarily in a convalescent home in Weston-super-Mare. The Professor
was anxious to see this man at work. The operation was a thymectomy for rnyasthenia gravis;
a vertical incision was made over the sternum, the bleeding controlled with diathermy, and
the sternum split revealing the mediastinum and both lungs being ventilated with
cyclopropane. This was my introduction to the wonders of anaesthesia. The fact that we
could have been blown up by a slip of the diathermy point did not reaster until many years
later. Rendle Short, a very popular general surgeon of the old school before the days of
specialist surgeons, grumbled on the way borne: 'what with the chest surgeons working from
above and the gynaecologists working from below, there will soon be little for the general
surgeon but to browse on the scanty foliage of the umbilicus'.
B'illingdon Hospital
The fact that there were radical changes in the health services In Britain before the
introduction of the National Health Service in 1948 IS sometimes overlooked. The Local
Government Act of 1930 abolished Poor Law institut~onsand handed the provision of health
care to the County Councils. Hillingdon, one such Poor Law inst~tutionbecame a general
hospital under the Wddlesex County Council, with the establishment of the chest surgery
unit for the County. The hospital was enlarged in 1939 by the addit~onof an Emergency
Medical Service hospital in pre-fabricated buildings adjacent, intended as a country refuge
for St Mary's in the event of their being evacuated from Paddington; the whole comprising
500-600 beds. The County Council began the construction of a Tuberculosis Sanatorium at
nearby Harefield. The staff were whole time salaried doctors with a Medical Director in
charge. Later surgical and anaesthetic staff From London hospitals attended on a sessional
basis.
The thoracic surgeon was Libro Fatti, a South African who came to study in Britain and
remalned for the duration of the war. Returning to South Africa after the war he established a
famous u n ~ at
t Groote Schour University I-Iosp~talI U Cape Town, where twenty years later
the first heart transplant was performed. The anaesthetist was H J . V Morton, a pupil of
Mchael Nosworthy at St Thomas' Hospital, one of the c h e f protagonists of cyclopropane
anaesthesia In Br~tain.Fatti and Morton fonned a busy and Innovative team. Connell
anaesthetic machines' were imported from the United States for cyclopropane anaesthesia.
Follow~ngthe publication of R E ~ r o s s ' spaper
~
from Peter Brent Brigham Hospital, Fatti
tied a patent ductus arteriosus in 1939, one of the first such operations to be done in England,
the procedure being filmed by a crew From Pinewood Studios Meanwhile the two of them
had, by 1944, done 600 bronchoscopies under thiopentone anaesthesia (requiring remarkable
sleight of hand). The same year Morton published his MD thesis in the Lancet: Tobacco
smoking and pulmonary complications after operations.3

H d V Morton
Morton was an ingenious innovator. In those days before the use of antibiotics, operations on
the lungs were a c c o m p a ~ e dby volumes of pus and he and Fatti adopted the prone posit~on
for operations on the lungs as described by ~ v e r h o l t . Morton
~
designed a system which
allowed the pus to drain into the Face mask round an endotracheal tube without a cuff He
introduced a kymog~aphinto the theatre to study breathing patterns. With John Blease, he
introduced the first commercial ventilator for use with cyclopropane. He also co-operated
with J R Esplen to design the Fazakerley ventilator.
Morton became a prominent member of the emerglng specialty of Anaesthesia He was a
founding member of the newly created Faculty of Anaesthetists, President of the Section of
Anaesthetics at the Royal Soc~etyof Medicine, and Honorar), Secretary of the Association of
Anaesthetists, of which he was a member of Council for many years. He was secretary of the
first sub-committee for the study of deaths associated with anaesthesia. I-Ie was one of the
first anaesthetists to take an interest in statistics, when Bradford BII had shown smoking to
be a cause of lung cancer.
Use of cyclopropane

I joined this distinguished team in L949. Chris Mullard, who had replaced Libro Fatti, started
operating on the heart by dilating a stenosed mitral valve with a finger through the left
atrium. Cyclopropane was used routinely for all major surgery, except when the diathermy
was used. Michael Nosworthy, at St Thornas' Hospital, used the Waters to-and-fro system:
but Morton preferred to use the circle system; having tried himself to breathe to-and-fro
through a Waters soda lime canister, he found it too abrasive and very hot. The C o ~ e l l
anaesthetic maclune was ideal for closed circuit use as it could be made absolutely gas tight,
unlike the Boyle machines then in common use, wluch leaked at every joint.
'The test for leakage was to place another bag in place of the mask, and with a manometer in
the circuit to ralse the pressure in the systcm to 20 cms of water by squeezing the rebreathing
bag; no gas should be lost to the system after holding for one minute. When using a leaking
system the anaesthetist tended to replace the loss \nth inore oxygen. This resulted in loss of
nitrogen and consequent collapse of the alveoli as the oxygen was absorbed. Gross remarked
that at the end of each operation for tying a patent ductus the lung is re-inflated before
closing. Certainly most of the complications attributed to cyclopropane were due to collapse
of the alveoli in the lungs. While operating with Mullard on a lobectomy, for instance, he
would be asked to stop every 15 minutes to re-inflate the good lobe. There was no means of
measuring the concentration of the gas in the circuit. This was probably 5-15%. An
experienced operator could tell by smell about how much cyclopropane there was in the
system. Unfortunately this practice of 'sniffing' fell into disrepute as some practitioners
succumbed to the habit, one at least falling off his stool during an operation to everyone's
embarrassed amusement
Explosions
Cyclopropane is highly flammable; this finally put to an end its clinical popularity. Morton
and Professor Ronald Woolmer were deputed by the Association of Anaesthetists to represent

them at a meeting with the Ministry ofHealth. 1956 saw the publication of their 'Report o f u
Working Parry on Anuc.,tlleirc explosion^'.^ Morton took the danger to heart; noth~ng
pleased him more than exper~mentingwith explosions. He filled a Higginson's syringe with
a mixture of cyclopropane and oxygen, which he took to a meeting of the Section of
Anaesthetics at the Royal Soc~etyof Medicine; he succeeded In blowing the President's
cigarette lighter out of his hand, and brought down the cobwebs from the ceiling of the
Barnes Hall.
The possibility of using cyclopropane for dentistry was mooted, until a dentist reported that
he had seen a spark from a tooth broken during an extraction. Morton obtained a shoe box
full of teeth from the Dental School and proceeded to crack them in the dark Hav~ng
demonstrated that it could happen, he put a tooth and a pair of forceps in a balloon filled w ~ t h
cyclopropane which he succeeded In detonating; he photographed the explosion at night out
of doors!
In Britain the danger of explosion had been treated rather casually. Dr Boyle had a spirit
lamp under his ether bonle to keep it warm. Cyclopropane and oxygen was a much more
dangerous mixture, the results being often fatal to the patient and to the operator. Frankis
Evans reported that 74 explosions occurred in the USA in 1930 alone.7 Nevertheless, some
surgeons used the diathermy for haemostasis after making the slun incision and would then
put it away. This was most alarming in the hands of thoracic surgeons, who were holding
their diathenny point only millimetres Crorn the lungs, full oPexplosive gas.
However, static electric~tywas a more elusive danger. Precautions required all anaesthetic
apparatus to be earthed. This meant that the floor itself had to be conductive. Building
conductive floors added substantially to the cost of new hospitals, the use of cyclopropane
was soon abandoned and halothane took its place.
Endoscopy was a constant source of worry, surgeons fiddling with their electrical contacts;
such was the danger that when I joined St Peter's and St Paul's u r o l o ~ c a lhospitals in 1956,
we removed the cylinders of cyclopropane. Shortly after, Sir Ivan Magill came on a visit to
anaesthetise a friend. When the patient started moving he called for the cyclopropane; as
there was none I turned on the halothane for him. I asked him afterwards if he had not used
halothane, as all consultant anaesthetists had that year been given a small bottle by the
manufacturers. 'Oh yes,' he said, 'I found it very good For clean~ngmy pipe.'
Postscript

I left Hillingdon in 1964 and did not use cyclopropane again. To iny s u r p ~ ~I :found
. ~ the old
Connell anaesthetic machine I had used at Hillingdon in the Association's museum twenty
years later, with a label '1-IALOTHPLNE' in my handwriting on the ether drop bottle.
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Dr Megan Jones
Specialist Registrar in Anaesthesia, West Suffolk Hospital
Introduction
CO2 has an important role in anaesthesia and in the understanding of its physiology. This
paper will examine the history of C02 and its relation to anaesthesia by reviewng its
l
look at the
discovery, early experimentation and attempted use as an anaesthetic. It w ~ l also
absorption of CO2 in the development of circle systems, its measurement and some of its
clinical uses
Discovery of carbon dioxide
In the mid-17th century, Robert Boyle (1627-1691), an English chem~st,and Van Helmont in
Belgium, recognised the existence of 'elastic fluids' which were similar to air. In 1660,
Boyle described 'fermentations' and 'corrosions' producing 'factitious airs' which
Van Helmont applled the term 'gas sylvester', sylvestris
extingu~shed flame and life
meaning 'of the wood', wtuch was used as a general name for gas and sometimes for one
particular gas. One of these gases was COz, perhaps named because it was thought to be
'exhaled in marshy and woody places'. He knew that some of the gases were poisonous or
inflammable and he produced C02 by heating charcoal, by fennentation, and by the action of
distilled vinegar on calcium carbonate, but he lacked a specific test for the presence of C02.LJ
'l2

COz was isolated in 1757 by Joseph Black (1728-1799), Professor of Chemistry at
Edinburgh. It was the first gas to be isolated. He wrote a book in 1755: Experiments upon
magnesizrm alba, qz~icklime,and some oiher alcaline substunces. He proved that limestone
and chalk lost weight when burned to quicklime and managed to collect the gas. This gas
could also be obtained From chalk by the action of acids. The term 'fixed air' was applied by
Black to COz in 1756 because it was 'fixed' in calcareous materials and liberated by fire or
acid. Black therefore related it to substances which produce and absorb it, and was also
acquainted with its toxic properties.'-3
Early experimentation with carbon dioxide
A French chemist, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier (1742-1794) worked on CO2 in the early 1770s.
He recognised the place of CO2 in the respiration and combustion process, described its
properties and determined its composition for the first time. He used caustic alkali to absorb
CO2, probably using a type of closed circuit, and an open c~rcuitw t h valves, to separate
inhaled from exhaled gases. He determined the CO2 output of man and recognised the toxic
properties of inhaled COz by performing experiments on
C02 was sometimes
called 'meph~ticair' by the scient~stsbecause an animal would soon &e when immersed in
the gas.2

Joseph Priestly (1733-1 804) was an English nonconformist minister and scientist, best known
for describing nilrous oxide in 1772 and isolating oxygen In 1 7 7 4 . He
~ was drawn to worlung
on COz by Black's work and also as a consequence of living in the neighbourhood of a public

brewery He experimented with 'fixed air' in a Leeds brewery around 1767, exposing frogs
until comatose, and then reviving them again in fresh air.

'.

Thomas Beddoes (1760-1808), who was born in Shifia!, lechued in chem~stryat Oxford. In
1793 he moved to Bristol to found The Pneumatic Institutron, whch opened in 1798. He
beheved that breathrng 'exotic gases' might provide a cure for consumption, and the
Institution had the capacity to syntllesise and deliver gases to patients.
Beddoes was important for his rcsearch into the physiological effects of breathing gases. He
applied medicine to the body by means of the lungs rather than the stomach, a more
controllable method of administation, and he was possibly the first to use a gas for the relief
of pain He used CO2 as a topical agent, carbonic acid gas stopped the pain of his blistered
fmger. He also used yeast, whlch was known to produce CO2 by fermentat~on,as poultices
whlch were applied to the diseased parts of patients. Inhalations of CO2 were used for
internal growths. However, these treatments were neglected and res~stedby other scientists,
as CO2 would not heal cancer. Beddoes probably destroyed nearly the whole of his work at
the end of his life when he was convinced that his 'pneumatic medicine' had failed.25
Also working at the Pneumatic Institution around 1800 was Nurnphry Davy (1778-!829), an
English scientist. He is best known for inventing the miner's safety lamp and using nitrous
oxide, which he nwned laughing gas, as an analgesic whilst Director of the Institution. He
experimented by 6reattung the 'exotic gases' himself He found that hydrocarbonate acted as
a sedative, and on attempting to inhale pure CO2 developed laryngeal spasm. In 180 1 D a ~ y
left the Pne~umticInstitution, and became Director of the Laboratory and Assistant Lecturer
in Chemistry at the Royal Institution UI London 2s'
Carbon dioxide as an anaesthetic agent
Henry Hill Hickman (1800-1 830) was an English general practitioner based around Ludlow
and Shfhal, Shropshue. He was Influenced by the work of Beddoes and both he and
Beddoes were ~nfluenced by a book called The Conizexioi~of Lrfi with Resp~rution by
Goodwyn. It is reported that Hickman had a k i d nature and this is why he endeavoured to
bee his patients m his country practice fiom the pain of surgery.','
He exposed animals to carbonic acid gas from the reaction of sulphuric acid and carbonate of
lime, or by placlng them under a glass cover surrounded by water. By breathmg m carbonic
acid gas, he found that there was a cessation of respiration and temporary loss of
consciousness, during which time he performed surgical procedures on the anrrnals. They
wcrc then resuscitated by warmth and arttficial respiration. This teniporaqr and reversible
suspension of life was termed 'suspended animation' and he produced a pamphlet on this m
1824. He intended that this could be applied to the human subject. I-Iickman also thought that
tlus method of using CO2 resulted in a reduction in blood loss, now thought to be due to deep
anaesthesia, causing a 'failing pulse'.46
Hickman's efforts to publicise his experiments in the United Kmgdom and abroad were
unsuccessful, and it was only many years later that the siguficance of h s work was
recognised. A memorial tablet, set up in 1930 where Hickman is buried (From Henry
Wellcome who took up his cause) states that Hickman is the 'earliest known pioneer of
anaesthesia by inhalation'. Hickman used CO, as the fist gaseous anaesthetic for surgical

operations on animals in 1824 and he is, therefore, the origmator of the idea of producing
insensibility for surgery by mhalation 4 . 5
Absorption of carbon dioxide
John Snow (1813-1858) was born in York and 1s known for describing the stages of
anaesthesia and designing inhalers for ether and chlorofonn. He administered chlorofonn to
Queen Victoria during chddbirth in 1853 and 1857. He also demonstrated that cholera was
spread by contamtnated drinking water. In 1838 he was a newly qualified GP and he was
interested in a report in the London Times about the death of a night watchman. At the
coroner's inquest, there was testimony that the man may have died from ~nhalation of
carbonic acid. (It is now known that the death was probably due to carbon monoxide).'
Snow went on to perform experiments on animals with COz, showing that more than 5.6%
mhaled CO2 in a u produced 'deep and laborious breatlling' and that less than half t h ~ s
amount was fatal when formed at the expense of oxygen in air. He controlled the
concentration of CO, in closed spaces with limewater, and in later years used caustic potash
solution to absorb carbonic acid gas born a closed system apparatus m which he rebreathed
mixtures of chloroform and oxygen, or ether and oxygen. Snow also understood the concept
of mechanical dead space. He noticed that when air was breathed through a long tube,
inspiration would draw back expired air and produce 'alarming symptoms'

'

Snow's work was influenced by S u Robert Christison, a student of Thornas Charles Hope
who was successor to Joseph Black as Professor of Chemistry at Edtnburgh, and who had
also vis~ted Lavois~er in Paris. He was also influenced by a Professor Graham, who
published work on absorbing carbonic acid gas remaining after the explosion of fire damp in
coal mines, by inhaling air through a cushion filled with slaked Lune and sulphate of soda.'
In 1915, Dennis Emerson Jackson (1878-1980) a pharmacologist working at the U ~ v e r s i t yof
Washington, St Louis, introduced apparatus for circle and 'to and fro' CO2 absorpt~on
systems, in order to reduce the cost of anaesthesia with nitrous oxide and oxygen. However,
clinical colleagues showed no interest in his a b s o w o n apparatus and ventilator and therefore
it was only used by Jackson on dogs m his laboratory.*
The work of John Snow and Demis Jackson was recognised by Ralph Milton Waters (18831979), who became the first University Professor of Anesthesia in the United States in 1933.
In 1924, he introduced apparatus with a CO2 absorber for use with nitrous oxide, oxygen and
ether anaesthesia. Waters simplified rackson's apparatus by removing a motor. He
experimented with soda lime granules and contamers, and recogrused that coinplete
rebreathmg was convenient, economical and had benefits for the patienf retaining heat and
moisture. The weight of the absorber made it difficult to maintain a gas-tight fit with the
mask and soda lime got hot, requirjng hourly canister changes Waters presented the results
of two and a half years' experience in operated
A circle system, with COz absorption (using valves) was used by an anaesthetist Brian Sword
(1889-1956), in 1926 It was only widely used from 1930, after he had inh-oduced ~tfurther
in the United states.'

Measurement of carbon dioxide
In 1884 Svante Arrhenius (1859-1927) from Sweden, used conductivity to prove the
existence of ions, and produced a theory of electrolyhc dissociation in 1887. In the same year
WiUlelm Ostwald (1853-1932), a German chemist, made the fust electrometric measurement
of hydrogen ions and identfied a relationship between H ion concentration and acid strength.
In 1893, he used p electrodes to determine the dissociation constant of water.'0. "
Lawrence J Henderson (1878-1942). Professor of Physiology at Harvard, described the
variables Influencing the neutrality of blood in 1907 and S P L Sorensen, ProFessor at the
Carlsberg Laboratories at Copenhagen, introduced the concept of 'buffer' and 'pH' Max
Cremer (1865-1935) discovered an electric potential proportional to the H+ concentration
difference across thn glass membranes, leading to the production a glass pH electrode in
1909.10-1
Karl Hasselbalch (1874-1962) was a Danish phys~ologistand a pupil of Sorensen, and in
1917, using a H+ electrode, was the first to measure the correct pH values of blood at 37OC
and to distingu~sh between metabolic and respiratory disturbances, compensated or
uncompensated. He adapted Henderson's mass law for carbonic acid to the l o g a r i t h c form
to produce the Henderson - Hasselbach equation. This expresses the buffenng action of
@a. l',' '
bicarbonate/carbonic acid in blood: pH = p& + log(HC03~)lpC02x0.23
The apparatus of John S Haldane (1860-1936), a Scottish born phys~ologist,was used to
measure the volume percentage of CO2 m a gas mixture. The volume of gas in a burette was
measured before and after removal of CO?by potassium hydroxide
Following on from the Haldane apparatus, Donald D Van Slyke (I 883-1971), a chemist at the
Rockefeller Institute in New York, produced a manometric dev~ceused to measure the total
amount of CO2 in serum, the Van Slyke apparatus, in 1924. This was the most reliable
method used in the 1930s and 1940s for diagnosing acidosis. Oxygen and CO2 in the blood
were released into a burette by the addition of a Liberating solution. These gases were then
converted to a non-gaseous substance by a che~mcalreaction. The pressure drop in the
burette was then measured for each gas.lO.' l
During the polio epidemic of 1952, workers at Copenhagen, including the chermst Paul
Astrup (born 1915), and the anaesthesiologist Bjorn Ibsen (born 1915), noticed among the
pattents an increase in blood bicarbonate, as measured by the Van Slyke apparatus They
suggested that this may be caused by CO2 retention. This observation led to artificial
ventilation of patients with polio and effectively the establishment of the frst intensive care
unit by 1bsen.Ios' l
In his method, Astrup equilibrated a sample of blood with two gases of different CO2
concentration. The pH of the blood sample was measured before and after with a pH
electrode A blood pH/ pCOl plot was generated and led to the production of equipment
whch gave all the relevant values for expressing the acid-base status of blood, a method used
by clinicians today. Ole Siggaard-Anderson and Ashup defined 'standard bicarbonate' and
'base e ~ c e s s ' . '"~ .
Richard Stow at the Oh10 State University m Columbus developed a pC02 electrode during a

polio epidemic in the United States in 1954. To stabilise this electrode, J F Severinghaus,
Professor of hesthesia, California University and A F Bradley ( h s technician) added
bicarbonate to the electrolyte and incorporated p02 and pc02 electrodes in a common
thermostat in 1958.In."
Clinical uses of carbon dioxide
From the early 1900s, CO2 was used to stimulate respiration during anaesthesia and control
the speed of uptake of volatile agents during induction. Yandell Henderson, Professor of
Physiology at Yale wrote in 1925:

'An almost complete control of respiration is afforded the anesthetist by the use of CO2
mixed with Oz. By its use, rapid induction and termination of anesthesia and any
desired volume of breathing and depth of anesthesia are at h ~ command'.
s
l2
Mixtures of oxygen and C02 were adopted almost universally in resuscitation and given to
patients with respiratory failure, around t h s time. However, ev~dencebegan to accumulate
against CO2 for this use. Therefore, around 1955, the Medical Research Council Committee
for Research on Breathing Apparatus for Protection against Dangerous Fumes and Gases
recommended that pure oxygen only should be given in first aid to patients with respiratory
failure requiring manual artificial respiration. CO? was known as a respiratory stimulant, but
a depressed respiratory centre was less and less able to respond to an Increased pCOz."
Others who made contr~butionsabout the phys~ologyof CO2 and ~ t srelation to anaesthes~a
with Spec~al
include J F Nunn (born 1925), who \note Applred Respiratory P/?Y.YIo~o~Y,
Reference to Anaesthesra in 1969. William W Mapleson, Professor of Anaesthesia at Cardiff
University published an analysis of the fresh gas flow needed for the elimination of COz from
single tube breathing systems, in 1 954.14
In recent years CO:, was still used by some anaesthetists to restore normocapnia at the end of
peroperative IPPV. However, removal of carbon dioxide cyl~nders from anaesthetic
machines has been suggested to avoid its accidental administrat~on, which may lead to
hazardous side effects.
In the 1980s and 1990s capnography developed from a research instrument into an essential
monitoring device for patient safety. It is used in the early diagnosis of circuit
disconnections, oesophageal intubation, low cardiac output and indicates carbon dioxide
production and adequacy of alveolar ventilation. The first infra-red CO2 measuring and
recording apparatus was introduced by I< F Luft in 1943. The early monitors were bulky,
expensive and unreliable. Capnography (together with other monitors) has been shown to
detect adverse incldents early and is accepted as helping to prevent anaesthetic ~norb~dity
and
mortality. Minimum monitoring standards have been published in the United Kingdom since
1988. Capnogra hy is part of these standards as recommended by the Association of
Anaesthetists. l,, ?'l Summary
Over the last three centuries, carbon dioxide has been used as an analgesic, an anaesthetic and
an agent to treat illness. It has had an important role in the understanding of the physiology

of anaesthesia and ~ntensivecare. It has been used as an aid to anaesthesia and now is an
essential monitor for patient safety.
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20th Congress of the British Society for the History of Medicine
The University of Reading, 4-7 September 2003
President: Dr Denis Gibbs
Reading was a good choice for an excellent meeting. Although it has no Medical School it
has strong connections with the wider medical profession. The University is situated in an
attractive park of mature trees of virtually all species that can be persuaded to grow in the
English climate. Conference facilities are very good and the residential rooms, all en-suite,
unusually comfortable. The food in the Cedar Room cafeteria where we had our lunches 1s of
gourmet quality (sadly more than can be said of the Congress d~nnerheld in one of the halls
of residence).
BSHM meetings traditionally include both invited and submitted papers. On this occasion
rather more invited ones were given, many though not all of the highest quality. Perhaps the
two outstanding papers were the first and the last. Professor Vivian Nutton of the Wellcome
Ccntre in the University of London was invited to give the opening lecture. His topic 'Greek
medicine in Rome: Sir ClrfSord Allbut1 and ajier' was an erudite blending of the ancient and
the modem, beautifully presented. The last paper, submitted by Andrew Seal (an Englishtrained surgeon now practising in Vancouver) brought to light a rare and little-known book,
the Epitome ofAndreus Vesalius. Cambridge University Library has a copy, possibly unique
in that it is the only known one to be in colour. Seal is the first to have made a detailed study
of this during a sabbatical year in Cambridge. We were privileged to be the first to hear about
it, and to learn how Vesalius hmself linked it as a 'pathway, or as an appendix' to his betterknown treatise De humani corporisjbbrica of 1543. We were shown also how the hstoriated
initial letters provide an insight into aspects of 16th century Italian medicine.
In between were twenty eight papers of great variety, speakers coming from Britain and
overseas; the latter included Professor Barry Baker from Sydney and speakers born Turkey,
Iran and Slovenia. Of the four contributed by anaesthetists none were on anaesthetic topics,
perhaps a sign of the way the study of medical h~storycan lead into far-flung fields.
Visits were made to the Cole Library of historical medical books in the University, to the
Reading Pathological Society Library, of which Dr Marshall Barr is I-Ionorary Consulting
Librarian, and to the Royal Berkshire Hospital Museum. Barr IS also Chairman of the
Berkshire Medical Heritage Centre An interesting visit to Mapledurha~nHouse on a
beautiful evening provided an unexpected bonus, a splendid view of Concorde flying into the
sunset on one of its last flights.
At the end of the meeting Dr Aileen Adams was installed as President for the next two years
Dr Ann Ferguson has been elected Honorary Secretary.
Many historians do not realise that they are automatically members of the BSHM if they are
members of a const~tuentsociety. Membership is corporate, not individual, and hence many
of us are members several times over by belongmg to bodies such as the History of
Anaesthesia Society, the Section of History at the Royal Society of Medicine and the Friends
of the Wellcorne Centre, among others. It is the responsibility of society secretaries to
circulate BSHM Newsletters. Three-day congresses are held every two years; in the years
when there is no Congress the Poynter Lechire is given by a distinguished speaker.
A K Adarns

Book Reviews
Chloroform - The Quest for Oblivion.
UK, 2003, pp258. £16.99.

Linda Strahnann. Sutton Publishing Ltd, Stroud,

Despite its subtitle The Qtresrfor Oblivion, thrs is a book about the history of chloroform and
not that of anaesthesia. There is mention of both ether and nitrous oxide, but not of any other
anaesthetic agent, and the short section on local anaesthesia is lim~tedto a discuss~onof
attempts to use chloroform for this purposc. It is, therefore, inevitable that the reader is given
only a limited understanding of the contextual place of chloroform in the development of
inhalation anaesthesia. The text also implies that chloroform was largely superseded at an
earlier date than was in fact the case, particularly in the developing countries. A heavy
emphasis on the use, or attempted use, of chlorofom for murder and other crimes is, perhaps,
intended to appeal more to the lay reader than to the student of the history of anaesthesia.
There are plenty of references but there are many omissions where a reference should have
been prov~ded,and also many instances where what appears in the text to be a reference to a
primary source, turns out to be a secondaty one.
The author acknowledges help from the History of Anaesthesia Society but there are no
references from the Society's Proceedings, and in some cases there certainly ought to have
been. For example there is no mention of the work of Maltby and Adams on religous
objections (or the lack of them) to obstetric anaesthesia. On Ule other hand, there are a
number of references from pharmaceutical journals (perhaps because the author trained as a
dispenser) wluch are often ignored by medical authors.
The book is well written and is very readable. I suspect that most of the Society's members
will find some facts and stories of which they were previously unaware.
Henry Connor

50 Jabre Deutsche Gesellscbaft fiir Antisthesiogie und Xntensiv medizin.
Tradition und Innovation. Schuttler J, Ed. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 2003,
pp584.
Writing anaesthesia history was considered to be a proof of profess~onalmah~rityby the
famed anaesthesia historian Gwenifer Wilson. In 1987 she authored the enviably beautiful
F&v Yeurs (1934 --1984) of the Auslralian Sociely of Anaesthetists. The Dutch followed with
four decades of similar history in Van aerher naar berer (1948 - 1988 ) and with Het kan nog
beter in 1998. Dr N Parbhoo recorded the Five decades ofthe South Afiicun Sociery (19431993). T h ~ swas followed by the grand work Hrstory of /he Assocratron of Anae.stherrsl.~of
Great Brltarn and lrelancl(1932 - 1992) by Thornas Boulton, w h ~ c happeared in 1999. The
year 2002 saw the appearance of the SO-year .Jubilee Book of the Swiss Society of
Anaesthetists. The Scandinavians also produced their joint 50 years commemorative book.
The WFSA - 50 years has been announced by the World Federation of Societies of
A.nesthesiologists, and is planned to appear in 2004.

No two books are really alike; a proof that the past can be recorded in many different ways.
The most recent addition to the history of national anaesthesia societies is the impressive 50
Jahre Deuische Gesellscl~afifirAndsihesrogie undIntensrvmedezin, edited by J Schiittler and
superbly produced by Springer-Verlag. The subtitle qualifies the 50 years as 'Tradition and
Development'. One could add 'Reunion with the many' to the subtitle, because the book
revived vivid memories of many distinguished Gennan colleagues that I have had the honour
and fortune to know. One also recalls the unforgettable profess~onalevents w h ~ c htook place
in Germany.
This monumental work is beaut~fully produced, with 574 pages, intimidat~ngly
comprehensive but not an easy read Following the celebratory forewords of various
institutions the book consists of four thematic parts. Some attention is paid to anaesthesia in
Germany before 1945. The history of scientific journals is interest~ngto read, but I failed to
understand why publishing in English never became popular in Germany. The development
of sub-specialties in anaesthesia like intensive care, pain treatment and emergency medicine
is followed by a long list of individual histories of German University Departments of
Anaesthesia. Connecting the 66 different chapters there are lovely photographs of tustorical
items, some perhaps from the H Stoeckel Anaesthesia I-Iistory Museum in Bonn.
The book 1s well illustrated and extremely precise, whch u amazing considering the
immense quantity and variety of data presented. There is a good index of names, but I greatly
mlssed a subject index. The book will certainly find many individual buyers, and will have to
be on each German departmental bookshelf. The SO-year Jubilee Book testifies to the notable
contributions of Gennan medicine to anaesthesia in general; but one misses a chapter putting
German anaesthesia history into the generally known global context of anaesthetic history
To me the most important part of the book is the description of how difficult it was for
anaesthesia to become an independent specialty in Germany. Sir Robert Macintosh visited
Gemany before the 2nd World War, and the students laughed long and loud when they were
told that anaesthesia had become an academ~csclence in the UK. The same arrogant attitude,
so discouragingly lacking in imagination and the feel for novelty, is also evident from the
categorical negative response in September 1939 from the medical establishment to Prof
Kill~an's request for independence of anaesthesia. It took the shocks of war and the
undeniable foreign influence before German anaesthesia started its successful 50 years.
In short, the 50 yeurs is so excellent that the Ed~tor,Prof Schiittler, all contributors and the
German Society should be congratulated, and the publishers will hopefully consider making
it available in English.
Joseph Rupreht
This @anslationof the original review appears by permission of Sp~ger-Verlag

Cholera, Chloroform and the Science of Medicine: A Life of John Snow.
P Vinten-Johansen, H Brody, N Panech, S Rachnan, M &p, with the assistance of D Zuch
Oxford University Press, 2003. Pp 437. ISBN 0 195 13544 X. £39.95.
John Snow has long been revered for his pioneering medical work In the 19th century, most
notably by anaesthetists and those working in publ~chealth. But the majority of writings on
Snow have polarised into the two camps of anaesthesia and public health. As a result he has
perhaps been regarded as a somewhat quixotic figure, well-known in parallel but
unconnected fields. What t h s new book does is provide a synthesis of Snow, a holistic
account of a mid-1 9th century medical doctor, whose primary alm was to use the science of
his day to improve medical understanding of disease and clinical treatment of ill-health. By
retelling Snow's story through the cohesion of science, a far more rounded account is
actueved whlch unifies his broad interests that, in the specialist-driven 21st century, can
appear disparate
The team from Michigan State University who researched the book were assisted by David
Zuck, who will be well known to many readers. They took the sensible decision to have one
writer at the helm and thus the narrative is consistent and flowing, much of ~ttold through
Snow's own words. It follows Snow's life chronologically, from his early years as the eldest
son of a working class family in York, through a medical apprenticeshp to Mr W ~ l l ~ a m
Hardcastle, surgeon-apothecary in Newcastle upon Tyne, during which he attended the
beginnings of the Newcastle School of Medicine and first encountered cholera in the 183112
epidemic. He then spent time as an assistant to two general practitioners; Dr John Watson in
Burnopfield, county Durham, and Dr Joseph Warburton in Pateley Bridge. It was around this
time that he became committed to two causes to whch he held fast for the rest of his life;
temperance and vegetarianism. He attended many public meetings on the subject of
temperance and helped establish the York Temperance Society during the summer of 1836.
By this point though, Snow was ready to start on the next leg of his training and travelled
south to London. He took lodgings in Bateman's Buildings near Soho Square, and in
October 1836 enrolled at the Hunterian School ofMedicine in Great Windmill Sheet.
The Hunterian School was a continuation of the first school of anatomy In London, and here
Snow was taught the very latest techniques of the new 'hospital' medicine which had
emerged in the post-revolutionary Paris hospitals. At the core of this approach was the
integration of outward lesions of the body with inward pathology. Students were trained to
examine patlents using Laemec's innovative new instrument; the stethoscope, and
experimental research using chemistry, physiology and vivisection was encouraged. In
October 1837 Snow enrolled at the Westminster Hospital for six months of surgical practice
and by 1838 had qualified as both apothecary and surgeon. The authors rightly draw
attention to the importance of these first two years in London as equipping Snow with both
the vision and the skills that were to lie at the core of his future work.
Once qualified, Snow set up in general practice in Soho, bucking the usual trend w l c h was
for young doctors to return to their home towns after qualification as it was easier to make a
living. His practice was slow to build but he used these years fruitfully, becoming an active
member of the Westrnlnster Medical Society (later to become the Medical Soc~etyof
London) and the Royal Medical and Chirugcal Society. It was also during this period that he
undertook much research into the physiology of respiration, investigating such subjects as
asphyxia and carbon monoxide po~soning,and the book traces well the trajectory of his

intellectual development in these areas. So it was that when news arrived in London in
December 1846 of the discovery of the powers of ether to induce unconsciousness (and thus
insensibility to the pain of surgery). Snow was immediately receptive to the potential of this
new techn~que.He was unusual in pursuing both the theory and the practice of anaesthesia,
and rapidly became respected and valued withn the London medical commun~tyand ftuther
afield for these skills. It is hardly necessary to say to readers that h s contr~but~on
to the
establishment of the specialty of anaesthesia was so great that it is still valued in the 21st
century.
But w h l e he was building up his anaesthetic practice in 1848 cholera returned to London,
and by the following year around 53,000 deaths were registered for England and Wales.
Snow put his mind to work on the key question of the day; what was the cause of cholera and
how was it transmitted? His radical theory that water was a significant means of transmission
won h m few followers. When the next cholera epidemic struck London in 1854, Snow saw
this as an oppomlnity to collect proof and validate his suggestion. The Broad Street outbreak
is retold in diary form and is a vivid recreation of the living conditions of the working classes
in mid-19th century London. By juxtaposing all elements of the story; the experiences of
indiv~dualsand families living in the area, the action taken by the authorities and the
reporting of the outbreak in journals and newspapers, it becomes ev~dentthat Snow had set
himself a truly monumental task in his aim to convince his peers and the authorities that
water was a major factor in the spread of cholera. The removal of the handle of the Broad
Street pump has reached anecdotal status within the history of public health and has been
frequently misrepresented. What is not commonly known, however, is the misuse of his
mapping of the cases of cholera in relation to the location of the water pump, and the chapter
setting this into its true context is refreshing.
The book also makes clear that, in Snow's view, it was the investigation into the supply of
water to d~strictsin South London by the Lambeth and Southwark and Vauxhall water
companies which was a far rneat~erproof of his theory. The several chapters covering both
these epidemiological studies are particularly good, dispelling the myths and reconstn~cting
his focused and singular approach to the problem. The legacies of his work for the later 19th
and 20th centuries are clearly outlined in the concluding chapter and reinforce the authors'
claim of his permanent relevance to both history and medicine. The book is beautifully
produced with lots of illustrations, tables and section headings withn chapters, which make it
a very easy read and reflect Snow's own lucid style of communication. The frequent use of
quotations from his writings and from Dick Ellis' painstaking transcriptions of his Casebooks
bring his work to I~fe,and convey the intensity and passion which accompanied his many
activities.
Snow's ambition and desire to make a difference in humane terms gave him the courage to
take hold of science and use it to the full in his medical practice This book confirms just
how significant his ach~evelnentwas and will be enjoyed by doctors and historians alike.
Stephanie J Snow
A shorter version of this review appeared in the New EnglandJourncrl ofMedrcrne on
01-01-04. We are grateful to the Press for agreement to publish ~there.

HENRY REX ilMRRETT MRCS, LRCP, FRCA, DA
An appreciation
Dr T B Boulton Past President HAS
Doctor Henry Rex Marrett, 'Rex' to his many friends and an Honorary Member of the
H~storyof Anaesthesia Society, died on Friday 7 March 2003 in his eighty-eighth year. He
was a remarkable physician who served his country, the profession of medicine, and his
chosen specialty of anaesthesia during an eventful period of history. His professional career
spamed the Second World War and the introduction and develop~nentof the British National
Health Service.
Early years and education
Rex was the second son of Doctor Henry Norman Marrett, the Medical Supenntendent of
Merivale Tuberculosis Sanatorium in Essex. Dr Norman Marrett had also served in the
Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC) in the Salonica campaign in the First World War, and
Rex was destined to serve in the RAMC in Northern Europe In the Second World War
The young Rex Marrett was educated at Felsted School where, in addition to h s academic
stud~es,he was a keen sportsman. This interest was maintained; Rex was a county hockey
player and played for the Eastern Counties team. Later on in his life he became Captain of
Kenilworth Tennis Club and Captain and President of the Coventry Golf Club.
Importantly, Rex also became interested in practical mechanical engineering while at Felsted.
In fact he once told me that, at one time, he had an aspiration to become an engineer. In the
event, however he chose to follow his father and take up a career in medicine

Service in the Second World War
Rex Marrett qualified in medicine From Saint Bartholomew's Medical College in 1940,
shortly after the outbreak of the Second World War. He did not lose any time. He took up an
appo~ntrnentas trainee House Anaesthetist to the anaesthetic department, headed by Dr
Langton Hewer, at the wartime Saint Bartholomew's Emergency Medical Service Sector
Hospital whch was accommodated at the Hill End mental hosp~talnear St Albans.
Within eighteen months he had passed the examination for the Diploma in Anaesthetics, the
only qualification in anaesthesia ava~lableat that tlme. It is interesting that Rex was not the
only medical man with engineering skills to take up anaesthesia in that period This was an
advantage in those pioneer days when necessary repairs, invent~onand modrfications of
equipment were part of the stock in trade of physician anaesthetists In a way that modem
regulations would not permit nowadays. Very importantly, at that time he married Jacqueline
Marsh (Jackie), whom he had known from teenage years. He undoubtedly regarded this
event as the most important item on his CV.
Rex remained at Hill End until 1943. He rose rapidly through the training grades to become a
Senior Registrar. The Emergency Medical Service hospital at St Albans dealt with many
major casualties, both civilians from the London air raids, and military personnel, especially
those evacuated after Dunkirk and from the North African theah-e of war.

Doctor Langton Hewer and his team were evaluahng the then new and non-flammable
anaesthetic agent trichloroethylene during this period.1 Rex designed and built a portable air
draw-over apparatus that could be used for relieving pain during the dressing of large wounds
as well as for major surgery in the operating theatre. Of course this draw-over apparatus did
not require cumbersome medical gas cylinders and he foresaw I ~ Suse under battlefield
condiiions with the army in an article published in the British ~edical.~ournal.~
Rex Marrett joined the wartime RAMC in 1943. He went ashore on Juno Beach with a
Casualty Clearlng Station In close support of the D-Day landings in June 1944. The unit
dealt with many allied and enemy casualties in the bridgehead during the heavy fighting
before Caen was captured and the British broke out of the Falaise pocket. At this stage Rex
was proinoted to the rank of major and posted to the 6th Field Surgical ~ e a m This
. ~ was a
small highly mobile u n ~ tconsisting of a surgeon, an anaesthetist and ten other ranks. It
operated immediately behind the fighting troops. In fact, in the confused and heavy fighting
of the Battle for the Arderules, the Field Surgical Team found themselves ahead of the
fightlng troops on one occasion. Rex related how he looked out of the window of a school
where they had recently set up their equipment, and saw German motorcycle r e c o ~ a i s a n c e
troops passing by on the road outside.
Later the unit handled many casualties resulting from the crossing of the f i n e , and
thereafter in the rather more rapid advance to the north through Bremen and ending up in
Hamburg on VE-Day.

I was ten years Rex Marrett's junior and found myself, in my turn, in the RAMC, in my case
in a military hospital in North Malaya during the terrorist emergency in the nineteen fifties.
By coincidence I had the services of (to me then) an aged sergeant operating room assistant
who had been with Rex in Northern Europe. He was always polite and had many stories to
tell, but I was left in no doubt that my talents did not measure up to those of Major Marren
Throughout the Northern Europe campaign Rex used the portable anaesthetic apparatus he
had built in St Albans, but he also, more importantly, manufactured another anaesthetic
machne by modifying German apparatus designed to facilitate rescue from smoke filled
ahnospheres. This machine required only a minimal flow orcylinder oxygen.'
Rex Marred's hvo devices attracted the attention of senior surgical and anaesthetist officers
visiting the Field Surgical Team. They noted that his equipment was far superior for use in
the field to apparatus that was officially issued to other units. After return to the United
Kingdom in 1945 Rex was relieved of other duties for nine months and asked to design and
build a prototype for a field anaesthetic apparatus for the
This machine was to be
suitable for use in both base and field hospitals at home and overseas and in all climates. Rex
built his all-metal rnachine with great ingenuity. First he built a hard wood model, and then
a brass prototype. Both of these performed satisfactorily in clinical trials. The apparatus
incorporated specially designed reducing valves and, for the first time, many features that
have since become standard In all anaesthetic apparatus for use with closed and seini-closed
circuits wrth oxygen, nitrous oxide, ether and trichloroethylene and later other volatile
anaesthetics. In addition there was a facility for the use of draw-over air-ether if cylinder
gases were not a v a ~ l a b l e . ~ ~ ~
The machine was patented by the Ivhnistry of Defence in Rex Marrett's name and
manufactured commercially by Airmed Ltd of ~arlow.'" By the time that I was in Malaya in

the n~neteenfifties, I was lucky enough to have the benefit of b e ~ n gsuppl~ed with a
production model of one of Rex's versatile machines I was especially grateful for the drawover facility in Malaya during a temporary shortage of cylinder gases due to floodlng on the
ra~lwayon which we relied for supplies.
Rex Marrett's name was placed on a Royal Commission list on awards for wartme inventors.
This list also included the names of Frank Whlttle of the jet engine and of Bailey of the
sect~onalbr~dgesbut whereas Wh~ttlereceived one hundred thousand pounds, Rex recelved
just four hundred and fifty pounds, with which he purchased a caravan.

The National Health Service
Rex was now one of a number of very exper~encedand enthus~ast~c
wartme physlc~an
anaesthet~stswho were dest~nedto take over as consultants In the B r ~ t ~ sNat~onal
h
I-Iealth
Serv~ccfrom a largely general practltloner based servlce when the NHS was ~nauguratedIn
1948
After the enforced separat~onof the war Rex Marrett was ready to settlc do\w to fam~lyl ~ f e
However, follow~ngdemob~l~sat~on
In 1946, Rex had a further rather unhappy year of
separation In London as a clv~hanconsultant to the Army T h ~ sappointment was comb~ned
w t h somewhat restr~ctedprlvate practlce In thc cap~talw ~ t hsurgeons who often showed a
somewhat superc~l~ous
att~tudetowards tbe emergent spec~altyof anaesthes~a Rex was then
appo~ntedIn December 1947 to one of the posts for anaesthet~ststhat more far-s~ghtedHealth
Author~tlesl ~ k eCoventry were creat~ngIn alltlclpat~onof the start 01the NHS In July1948
The honorarlurn at that stagc was but one thousand pounds per annum, but w t h the promlse
of a salar~edconsultant appo~ntmcntat the start of the NHS, as well as prlvale practlce as the
first spec~al~st
anaesthet~stIn Coventry, the s~tuatlonwas favourable Unusually In the Un~tcd
Kmgdom, Rex worked ~rut~ally
and happ~lywlth two nurse anaesthet~stswho had very
competently borne the burden of much of the routlne anaesthesia In Coventry slnce the bl~tz
Covenhy was lndced In a sorry state In 1947 aflcr the wart~medevastat~ondue to cnemy a1r
ra~ds As IS well h o \ m the courage and progresswe att~tudesand actlons of ~ t sc ~ t ~ z e n s
resulted In the resurrect~onof that great city, the hosp~talservlce had grown and devclopcd,
and, w t h Rex Marrett's forward thlnk~ng,the anaesthellc department also prospered
The advent of the revolut~onar)~
anaesthet~cagent halothane In the late n~neteenGft~esled to
the publ~cat~on
of careful research by Rex and an account of c l ~ n ~ cuse
a l of thc agent In the
closed clrcu~t He also developed, In the late nlneteen fift~es,the Medrex apparatus Thls
was designed for a novel techn~quefor outpatlent dent~stryuslng oxygcn, n~trouso x ~ d eand
halothane T h ~ stechruque prov~deda smooth and pleasant ~nduct~on
wlthout the hypoxla
assoc~atedw ~ t hthc rutrous oxlde and oxygen admrnlstrat~onsof that era and prcscnted a
relaxed jaw for the operator By 1963, after five years of use, over 1500 anaesthetics had
bcen adrn~n~stered
w ~ t ht h s apparatus

'

Rex Marrett's nat~onal reputat~on grew. He was elected to Fellowship of the Faculty of
Anaesthetists of the Royal College of Surgeons In 1953 shortly after the formation of that
body I-Ic became a Past President and Honorary Life Member of the Society of Dental
Anaesthetists, a Founder Member of the Hrckman Anaesthet~cSoclety, and an Honorary
Mcmber of the History of Anaesthesia Society.

Other interests
His love of engineering continued throughout his life. He had a penchant for renovating
veteran cars, taking part several t~rnesin the London to Brighton run, and when his walking
disability finally became too d~fficult,he des~gnedand bulk a golf-buggy that he called
Percy, in order that he could continue to play golf
Rex Marrett tbe man

I have endeavoured to describe the achievements of this great man, but what of his
personality. A fellow member of the History of Anaesthesia Society recently described Rex
Marrett to me as 'the perfect English gentleman'. This may be considered to be an old
fashioned description, but ~t says it all. He was cultured, courageous, courteous, generous,
tolerant of the views of others, and loyal and loving. That is certainly a description of Doctor
Rex Marrett who we honour and for whose life we give grateful thanks.
Our sympathes go out to Jackie, bis wife of some sixty years. They had two sons,
interestingly one IS an engineer and the other an administrator in the golfing world.
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